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SUMMARY. 
The problem and solution described in this report 
is that of designing and building a suitable electric drive 
for the propeller which drives the air in the wind tunnel 
cf the Guggenheim Aeronautics Laboratory. Specifications 
were written for a suitable direct current m.oto,-• and &, 
motor-generator set for furnishir.g the direct current. and 
a complete control system i.vas designed and installed. The 
control system is arranged so that a :minimum number of 
ope rat. :tons is required to start and stop tl.i.a equipment and 
to adjust the speed of the propeller. All intermediate pro-
cesses are automatieaJ.J.y controlled and the equipment is 
interlocked so t.h . ..,q,t opera,t ions can not occur out of proper 
sequence. Adequate 11roteetive features prevent serious injury 
to the equ:l.pment. even though the equipment is neither visi-
ble nor audible :from tt.i.e point of control. Two tY"J?eS of speed 
control a.re provided. one known a,s l1:ru1cl control and the other 
as regulated control. ':,'hen under regulated control the speed 
of the propeller is regulated to a constant value with a high 
degree of precision for equipment of this size, and the va.lue 
of the regulated s:peed ~an be adjusted a.t the will of the op-
erator ov~r a. wide range. Speed control of both kinda may be 
obtained at conveniently loct.ited stations by operation of a 
transfer switch. 
DESIGN .AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
A PRECISION S:PF.ED CONTROL E ;:,ECTRIC DRIVE 
FOR THE GUGGENHEIM AERONAUT ICS ~:' IlID TUKNEL. 
I. I NTRODUCTION. Under the terms of a grant from 
the Daniel O.uggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics, 
a department of aeronautics wa.s recently established at the 
Institute. One of the pr :tncipal features of the laboratory 
built for the .vurpose of carrying on the experimental work 
in this department was a high speed wind tunnel with a work-
ing section ten feet in diameter. The problem and solution 
described in this report is that of designing and building 
a suitable electric drive f or the propeller in this wind 
tunnel. 
Before proceeding to a. discussion of the drive. a. 
general description of the tunnel itself and its use would 
be desirable. The t unnel is of the Gottingen closed-circuit 
t;;.,-pe • the air being continuoualy recirculated. A cross sec-
tion of the tunnel is shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen from 
t11e notations in the figure~ the tunnel occupies t he .height 
of nearly four floors, the overall vertical dimension being 
about 45 feet. and has a. length of nearly 100 feet. The 
grea.test intei·nal diameter is 20 feet. 
The tunnel is composed of sections· of circular cyl-
inders and cones, connected end to end to form the closed 
circuit shown in the figure. The four sections in the obser-
va tion room are made of redwood staves held together by hoops 
of steel rod and angleiron on the outside. The remainder of 
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the tunnel is :rru?.de of reinforced concrete, the sup1)orting 
structure and l)arts of the end cylindrical sections being cc1,st 
in the usual :manner, and the rema inder formed by the 11 gunnite" 
spraying process. In order to minimize the transmission of 
vibraticn the entire tunnel structure is supported free of 
the building. The mouth of the right-hand upper concrete 
secti<>n before the insta llation of the wood sections is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
A series of deflecting vanes is mounted in each of 
the elliptical sections, formed by the intersection of a 
horizonta l and a vertical section, in order to change t he 
direction of the wind with minimum energy loss. These vanes 
have the standard Gottingen vane profile, the sets in the 
upper left and two lower corners having a chord of 3 feet 
and the remaining set a chord of 2 feet with 6 inch tails. 
Fig. 3 shows the vanes in the lower right hand corner after 
the insta llation was completed. Three of the vanes may also 
be seen, before installation, in the left foreground of 
Fig. 2. 
The prop~ller which drives the air through the 
tunnel is composed of four detachable blades, ee.ch of Clark 
Y section, mountec, in a central cast hub. The diarr.ieter of 
t he :propeller is 14 feet 11 inches a.nd of the tunnel a t the 
section where the propeller is located approximately 15 feet, 
so that clearance between propeller and tunnel wall is very 
small. Two methods of mounting the propeller motor were 
possible, one to mount the motor i ns ide the tunnel and con-
nect it directly to the propeller, and the other to mount the 
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motor outside, connecting it to the propeller by means of 
a long shaft. Af'ter consideration of all features the former 
method was chosen. This method eliminated the difficulties 
that would be introduced by t he numerous bearings and the 
stuffing box required for the long shaft, and the problem 
of sup:porting . the propeller became that of supporting the 
motor itself. Also t he obstruction introduced by the motor 
wa s not serious, since a.erodynamical considerations r equired 
that the wind stream be contrallted just back of the propel-
ler. 
In the operation of t he tunnel the model to be tested 
is mounted. usually inverted, in t he upper or working section 
of the tunnel, and supported. by means of wires attached at 
three points, from a sub-frame above the tunnel, as shown 
in Fig. 1. A series of counterweights assists in holding the 
model in position. The sub-frame is supported b) means of' 
the balance wires from three balances. located in the balance 
room located on the third floor of the building. A series of 
trap . do9rs is so arranged that the bala.J!lce wires may be led 
through the floor with a minimum of difficulty. 
Two observation windows, one on each side of the 
tunnel,. are provided so tliat the action of the model may be 
noted. In case it is desired, however, one or more of the 
wooden sections may be removed, and the tunnel operated 
with 11 open throat". In this case the tunnel circuit is closed 
b y the . observation room itself, and to minirt1ize the distur-
bance so caused. all unnecessa ry projections in the observa-
tion room floor, walls, doors and ceiling have been elimina-
ted. One of the principal advantages of the closed-circuit 
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tunnel is that t he working section and hence the observa.t ion 
room may be opera ted a t atmospheric pressure. 
When the propeller is started, a stream of wind is 
driven past the model in the direction shown by the arrow 
in Fi g . 1. The nozzle-like contra.ction in the tunnel just 
before the working section and model are rea ched causes the 
wind stream to be quite straight and. uniform and to reach 
its maximum velocity a.a it passes the model. The reactions 
of the model due to its relative motion with respect to the 
a ir are reflect.ed in a drag, or force downstream, and a lift 
or upward force. Since the model is mounted inverted, this 
upward f orce with respect to the model is downward with re-
spect to the balances. The two forces cause cr.i.anges in the 
tensions in the balance wires and can be izmnedia.tely detE!C-
ted by .the change in balance r eadings for equilibriu.m. Small 
motors driving cable drums ~atta.ched to the supporting wires 
make possible easy and c-onvenient adjustaient of the position 
of t i-1e model in the tunnel . 
For, al l accurate testing, the performance will be 
determined entirely from balance rea6ings, and therefore 
the operator must be stationed near t he balances on the third 
floor of the building. In order t hat tests may be made con-
veniently anc.l r apidly• it is essentia l t hat the ope1~ator have 
complete control over the velocity of the wind and t he refore 
over the speed of t he propellor •. Since many variable factors, 
such as position of t he model, temperature and pressure o.f the 
air, wind velocity, etc. a re present, engineering accuracy 
requires that the variations in each of these quantitites 
be restricted to a.s smal l a. value as possible. Even with 
absolutely constant propellor speed, slight variations in 
air velocity are unavoidable, and in order to keep these 
variations minute, it is important to have the propellor 
speed as precise as po 1,rnible. At the same time,. in order 
to obtain complete series of tests, it is necessary that 
the propeller speed, at the will of the operator, be varied 
over a wide range, from practically zero up to full speed, 
and yet after the speed has once been set. it must be 
maintained with a. high accuracy over a. c cnsiderable period 
of time. 
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II. DESCRIPTION 01-' MA I M ELECTR ICAL APPARATUS . 
From data furnished by the Aeron.'1.utics Depart-
ment it was det ermined t hat t he out put of the propeller 
motor must have a va lue of a.t least 500 H.P. at ?00 r.p.m. 
At the same time, in order not to restrict the flow of air 
past the motor. the overall diameter had to be less than 
6 feet. The wide spe ed r ange desired indicated tha t a 
direct current drive would be essential. 
Preliminary investigation showed that the stan-
dard direct curvent motor of this size would be mounted 
on a bed-plate and would be furnished with pedestal bear-
ings supported 'from the bec'. - pla.te . It was a lso found that 
an enclosing shell within the maximum diameter of 6 feet 
would be difficult. if not impossible, to obtain with the 
standard motor design. Special designs with bearings 
mounted in end brackets supported directly from the motor 
fra1ne, developed for submarine and other transportation 
pur yoses, solve .. i the problem. and specifica tions were 
written to call for this ty-pe of motor. Notwithstanding t he 
f act that a 40 per cent overload rating for a one-half 
hour period. and an ambient temperature of 45 degrees C. 
were specified, the motor purchased has an overall diam-
eter of only 4 feet 8 inches. 
In order to locate t he motor at the center-line 
of the tunnel without reduciug the effective tunnel cross-
section, a fabricated-steel supporting structure for the 
motor was necessary. It was fo tmd t hat a smaller overall 
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dia.rceter for the motor and frarnev10rk would r esult if the 
motor feet were eliminated and the framework made to fit the 
cylindrical motor fra.rne. Therefore a structure v,as designed 
which terminated in a semi-circular steel-plate crt:·idle hav-
ing the same internal diarr~ter as the external di~xneter of 
the motor. This was supported by four steel legs extending 
out through the tunnel wall into a heavy concrete foundation. 
Vibration of the propeller motor and of the pilot generator, 
a small generator supported from the motor and described 
below, was expected to be a serious source of inaccuracy 
in the regulated speed. Hence it was necessa ry to rnake the 
motor supporting-frez&work so rigid that its natural fre-
quency of vibra tion wo uld be far beyond any introduced by 
the fundamental frequency of the propeller, although the 
sections required for this purpose were much larger tri.an 
any required for strength alone. The cradle was me.de of 
2 inch rolled steel plate and the legs of 10 inch. 136.5 
lb. per foot H colunm-section., The connections of the legs 
to the cradle were heavil;y reinforcecl and riveted in place. 
A view of the framework during assembly is shown in Fi.g. 4. 
The two rear U-shaped troughs in the rear H-column legs 
,were covered by steel l) lates, as shown, and were used for 
wiring gutters to convey the connections to the motor 
terminals. The details of this a re shown clearly in Figs. 
6 and?. 
The concrete foundation was made very heavy in 
order to absorb as much vibration a s possible and was 
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heavily reinforced. It wa s also entirely isola ted from the 
tunnel and the remrtinder of the builing and completely 
poured with the exception of four pockets for the lege of 
the frronework before the framework was installed., Mounting 
bolts. for supporting and adjusting the framework, and heavy 
reinforcing ba:us a.round the leg pockets were cast into the 
found,J.tion. The framework wa s then assembled , the motor 
:mounted in the fra.r.nework, the two a.ligned as a unit, and 
then the leg p ockets we ;'-e filled with concrete,. uniting the 
entire structure into a. rigid and continuous whole. Cored 
ducts in the foundation continued the wiring gutters to 
accesible locations~ 
In order to permit this type of motor mounting, 
it was necessary to countersink the heads of the bolts 
holding the field poles into the motor frame, but wherever 
possible openings were cut in the cradle to give access to 
these bolts. The motor was secured to the cradle by cap 
screws, passing through openings in the cradle into holes 
tapped in the motor frame. 
The motor is of General Electric manufacture , 
rated a.t 500 H. P. continuous, with an overload rating of 
50 per cent for t wo hours, basec•. on 40 degree C. ambient 
temperature. This is adequate to meet the specified. require-
ment of 40 per cent overload for one-half hour with a 45 
degree ambient temperature, mentioned above , The normal 
voltage, current and speed ratings are: 230 volts, 1760 
amperes, ?00 r.p.m. The speed, however , is variable over a 
wide range, from 30 to over 800 r.p.m., with correspond-
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ing changes in input, the method of speed control being 
described below. A view of the motor before it was lowered 
into pl.ace is shown in the right foreground of Fig. 2, and 
a closer view. with the propeller hub ea.sting in 1:-; lace, is 
shown in Fig. 5. It rriay be noted from the latter figure 
that the motor is of the interpole type and has six :main 
field poles. The ma:i.n field is excited from a , 125 volt D.C. 
source, described later. The net weight of t he motor is 
approximately 15.,000 lbs. 
One serious problem, introduced by mounting the 
motor inside the tunnel, is that of securing adequate 
ventilation and cooling. The entire output of the propeller 
is eventually converted into heat, by friction of the air, 
and since the air is recirculated, this heat together with 
the losses in the motor will be taken up by the air a.nd 
walls of the tunnel. As data for deterrc ining the hea.t 
transfer from the air to the tunnel walls was meagre and 
inaccurate, it was impos.sible to predict the temperature to 
which the air would rise or the time for equilibrium. If 
the air tempera ture rema.i.ne n within reasonable limits , it 
would be a.n easy matter to deflect part of the tunnel air 
through the motor, cooling it directly. On the other ha.nd, 
if the air temperc ... ture should exceed approxirrately 50 
degrees c., a forced draft of air from outside the motor 
would be required for cooling. Because of t11e absence of 
definite figures, the expense of exterual cooling, and the 
difficulty of carrying on work in the observat ion room with 
PROPELLER MOTOR AND 
PROPELLER HUB CASTING 
BEFOR~ BE I NG PLACED IN TF~ T"ffi\TNEL . 
the temperature of the air in the tunnel exceec:ling 50 degrees 
c. • especially during open throat work, the decision Wc).s 
reached to use the air in the tunnel for motor ventilation. 
In order to cool the tunnel itself' as much as possible~ 
. Provision was made for a good natural draft circulation of 
air about the tunnel, air from the outside of the building 
being fed in at the bottom, rising as it was heated and. p.e,.. 
i:ng exhausted through vents in the roof of the building. As 
a further precaution, the deflecting vanes in the two left-
hand corners of the tunnel. Fig. 1. were arranged :for water 
cooling. A mean of several estimates placed the e,verage air 
temperature at 45 degrees c. and the specifications called 
for the motor to deliver its specified output at this a.m-
.bient temperature. Experience has indicated that equilibrium 
temperature will considerably exceed 50 degrees c.~ although 
thj_s value is not reached until after several hours of oper-
ation a.t high speed. As a consequence it has been decided. 
not to complete the water cooling insta llation. for the 
present at least. and to allow the tunnel to run until ex-
cessive air temperature is reacted., a.t which time the tun-
nel will be shut down. the air changed and the motor cooled 
b_y circulation of the new air. 
In order to keep the frict i on loss., caused. by the 
air passing the r.qo:tor. a minimum. it was necessary to en-
close the motor and its support in ai, streamline fairing · (# }, 
broad nosed at the propeller end. and tapering-off to a point 
{#) Fairing is an aeronautical term indicating a 
streamline covering. 
at the tail. To allow ventilating air from the tunnel to 
pa ss through the motor, a n opening was left in the nose e,nd 
louvres were providecl in the sides. As it was desirable to 
maintain the I>ilot generator, attached to the motor shaft. 
at as constant a tern:perature as possible, arrangements were 
made to ventihite it separa tely, by placing a baffle between 
it and the propeller motor. The e.ir entering through t he 
nose is deflecte ~; out th.rough louvres a.head of the baffle• 
and fresh air clravm in through louvres behind the baffle 
cools the pilot generator and passes out through the tail. 
The two sets of louvres are staggered around the periphery 
to avo:i.d r, ,::i. ssing the sazne air through the two circuits. 
The fa.iring is made up of a skeleton framework attached direct-
ly to the motor and its support. covered with steel plates 
screwed in place. The section covering the propeller hub 
revolves with the propeller. but .the remainder is stationary. 
A view of the framework showing +he assembly is g iven in 
Fig . 6. Another view looking toward the t a il is shown in 
Fig.?. In the former figure the baffle is hidden by its 
supporting angles, but it is plainly visible in the latter 
view. To '- obtain access to any part of the motor it is neces-
sary to remove the adjacent plates . An ingeneous assembly 
of the skeleton frame allows a large section of the fa.iring 
to be removed as a. unit in case of major repairs. 
After t11e fairing of the motor itself had been 
completed, the legs on each side of the she.,.ft were enclosed 
in additional fairings. Views of the completed installation 
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are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, from the propeller and tail 
ends respectively. 
For furnishing the direct current necessary for 
the prcpeller motor, a motor-genera tor set is required. A 
general view of the set, after installation, is shown in 
Fig. 10. To a large extent this equipment is standard a.nd 
requires no special comment. The direct current genera.tor 
is rated at 430 Icrr. continuous, with a 50 per cent over-
load for 2 hours, 2=30 volts, 1870 amperes. The synchronous 
driving-motor is rated 540 KVA. 612 H.P •• 9 P.F., contin-
uous, with of course a 60 per cent overload rating; 2300 
, volts, 136 amperes, 3 phase, 50 cycle, 1000 r.p.m. 
In order to ope1·t.L:~· _,,s ::, t isfactorily with the speed 
controlling equipment, the D.C. generator is separately 
excited by a 5 KW. 125 volt n.c. exciter, direct-connected 
to the generator. This exciter and the overspeed device are 
shown in the foreground of the figure. In order to 1nake 
possible future automatic :power-factor control of the 
synchronous motor, in case it should be desired. to simpli-
fy the starting sequence, and to eliminate the losses of the 
s;ynchronous motor field rheostat, an individual exciter is 
provided for the synchronous motor. This is direct-connected 
and mounted on the opposite end of the set. Variations in 
synchronous motor field current are made by adjusting the 
exciter field rheostat. This exciter has a rating of 4 KW. 
at 125 volts. 
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Ventilation for this set is furnished by natural 
draft, air from outside the building being furnished under 
t he base of the set, driven through the machines and dis-
charge d into the room. Part of this a ir is exl1a.usted into 
ducts leading direct to the roof and the remainder is passed 
into the space around the tunnel, helpi.ng to cool the tunnel 
a s described above. The pit under the rrachine for the venti-
lating air forms an admirable chamber for connec t ions. as it 
permits all ma.in leads to be taken out at the bottom and 
run into conduits extending into the pit. The foundation for 
this set is also isolated from the building and all conduits 
which pass through the w~lls of the pit are insulated so that 
no vibration is transmitted through them. 
As the equipment is to date the largest source of 
direct current on the ea.mpus. it was considered desirable 
to make some provision for utilizing it in other types of 
work, and double throw switches. as described below, have 
been provided for trans.ferring connections easily from the 
tunnel to another experimental set-up. As the type of' exper-
i ments anticipated will probablp require a current of large 
1nagnitude a.t relatively low voltage. it vras deemed advisable 
to keep the generator voltage at 230 volts, thus rr.a.king 
av:.,, ila.ble a current of nearly 2000 amperes continuous a t 
any voltrige up to 230 volts. To provide for stable operation 
at low voltage the generator is provideo_ with a differential 
series field. 
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III. r-1'.ETHOD OF CONTROL. 
As previously indicated. it is essential for the 
operator in the balance room on the third fllloor to have 
complete control of the propeller speed.· For the remaining 
control functions.,. namely, starting and putting the motor-
generator set on the line and start:h .g t he propeller motor, 
two alternatives were possible. One was to he,ve direct con-
trol of the necessary switching devices in their desirable 
locations near the ma.chines. and the other was to employ 
remote control. locating the control ste.tion a.t a point 
most convenient for the operator and locating the switching 
devices near the ma.chines controlled. Any other poseibility, 
such as locating the rn.2, 1:.: <7w:ttC"hing devices at a point 
convenient for the operator and running the main:t:l.eads there , 
was economica lly out of the question because of t he large 
conductors required for the D. c. leads and the high voltage 
of the A. C. leads. Of the two possible arrangements, remote 
control was obviously the best from the operator• s stci,ndpoint, 
although probably more expensive. On the other hand, concen-
trsted direct control was not easy to obtain, since the large 
size cables necessary for the D. c. leads would require the 
control station to be located. quite close to the motor-gener-
ator set and the propeller motor. Any such location was found 
to be unfa.vora.ble with respect to the alternating current 
switching apparatus, making remote control of some sort. 
either mechanical er electrical, almost a necessity for the 
a lternating current .switching equipment. Every l ocation 
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desirable fro.rn an electrica l point of view would have to 
be either at the basement or sub-basement levels, four or 
five floors from the normal location of the operator, ~md 
therefore very undesirable from a.n opera ting viewpoint. Also 
because the men opera ting the equipment would be non-elec-
trical rr.ien, the protective interlocks and simplifications 
in operation possible with remo.te control were very desir-
able. An estimate of the cost under the two schemes showed 
that remote control was very little more expensive than 
direct control because of t l'le more economical arrangement 
of main switching equipment possible. It was therefore .__ 
decided to locate t he controit station near the operator 
on the third floor and employ remote control. Beca.use of 
the great distance from that point to the apparatus, mechan-
ical control was impossible and electrical control was 
therefore adopted. 
Wit}:J. the selection of remote control some source 
of control power was necessary. In general. direct current 
is _preferable to alternating current because of less ex-
pensive operating devices. smaller current requirem.ents 
and greater reliability• but' in t.hi s case alternating cur-
rent was the easiest to obtain .. .A storage battery was out 
of the question because of the enormous expense it would 
enta il and the undesirability of the extra equipment re-
quire •.l for charging. 
However, no source of direct current for supplying 
the field of the propeller motor he.d yet been provided. 
Further it was undesirable or impossible to supply this 
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field from the main D.C. generator or either exciter. The 
rnain genera.tor could not be used because the wide speed 
range of the motor required a voltage varying over too 
wide limits. The exciter for the D.C. genera.tor could ·not 
be ueev because of variable v cltage required of it in orcler 
to work with the s pee (,_ regulator. It was undesirable to use 
the synchronous motor exciter because such 01Jer2.tion pre-
cluded the applice.tion of a pcwer-fa,ctor regulator and aJ.so 
because it would p revent the uee of the exciter rheosta t 
for synchronous motor field control, thus enta ilirn.z the use 
of a main rheosta t in the synchronous motor field circuit. 
It was therefore dieide{,. to add an additional 
small generator :for su,1,;,lj ..... .('.; t he field of the propeller 
motor and to use this znachine for control and other mis-
cellaneous. power. The increase in size necessary to supply 
cont r ol power was almost negligil)le, since field f or the 
:propeller motor is not require o until nearly all operations 
requiring large amounts of control power ha.ve been comple-
ted. However. this genere,tor could not be driven by the 
main synchronous motor because the former has to furnish 
power for operating the starting devices for the l atter. 
A 9-b- p;:v; . 125 volt D. C. gener:.:t.tor,, driven by a 220 volt 
3 phase induction motor, was therefore added to the equip-
ment . A standard a.utomat ic stB,rter for this motor-generator• 
using A.C. control power, made remote control of t h is 
equipment sinple. In Ol"der to start the equi_pment it is 
necessary to first bt art the control motor-generator , thus 
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making available control :power for all the other svlitching 
operations. 
The apparatus for performing the neces r.ary switch-
ing f unctions consists of oil circuit breakers and a field 
contactor for the synchronous motor, a motor operated rheo-
stat for the synchronous motor exciter, air circuit brea.kers 
for energizing the propeller motor field and arn:ature circuits, 
speed. regulating equipment, together with miscellaneous con-
tactors and relays necessary to secure proper opero.tion of 
the above. In addition to the equipment just listed which 
is all electrically operated, certain hand operated equip-
ment, such as knife switches, hand operated rheosta ts, etc. 
is required. These a.re set in prearranged positions a.nd are 
not changed during normal opera tion. In purchasing it was 
considered desirable to divide the apparatus into related 
groups. obtaining se parate quotations on each group. Thus 
the .A.C. switching equipment. with necessary current and 
voltage transformers, compose 6. one group• the D.C. circuit 
breakers and knife switches a second. group, control and 
instrument switches, push buttons,, etc. a third group, meters, 
instruments and relays a fourth group. etc. 
This arrangement ,vas justified when quotations 
showed that appreciable saving s could be obtained. by pur-
chasing certain groups from one manufacturer Emd the others 
from another. Quota tions in these groups dictated that the 
rotating machinery and speed re3ulating equipment be General 
Electric. the remainder being nearly all Westinghouse. 
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The general schen.e of connections is shown d iagram-
ma tically in F'ig . 11,. the main leads being shown by the heavy 
lines# and the field and Ir-ca.in c ontrol leads by l i ghter line& 
The 2300 volt switch ing opera tion for the synchronous motor 
is :practica lly standard, requiring no comnent here, as it is 
explained completely later on when the switching sequence is 
g iven in deta il. It is t herefore omitted from this diagra..m. 
The me.in direct current connection may be followed t hrough 
from the a.rrnature of the generator, starting with the upper 
or positive lead , over and down through the circuit bre~.ker, 
172,_ through the lower throw of the right-hand main knife 
switch. 189, the armature of ,the propeller motor, its com-
muta ting fie_ld., the l ov-,er t J~ r ow of the center me.in kn i fe 
switch. 189, the differential series and commute,ting fields 
and thus ba.ek to the negat ive te rmlnal of the genera tor. The 
field 'connections for the main generator ma.y be traced from 
the exci,ter to the right of the generator through the motor-
o~ erated field rheostat, the generator field and b~wk to the 
exciter. The field circuit for the propeller motor may be 
follmned from the positive control bus through t he circuit 
brec1..ker • 141, the hand-operated rheostat• ~he field and back 
to the nega tive control bus. 
In operation~- the speed of the propeller motor may 
be adjusted by two rneans, nrunely, varying the field and vary-
ing t he armature voltage. '!'he former is known as field con-
trol and the l atter as the ?Jard-Leonard system. In t his case 
the entire opera ting adjustment is obtaine G by the ward-Leon--
Mo!. 
KnifeS 
F i g . 11 . 
Control Bus. -/25V-OC 
(From 9jKw MC.Set} 
'S. Cir: Bkr.-/41 
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ard s yst~m. the adjustment of the field being used only to 
obtain the best ope r :-iting rioint for the par t icular setting 
on the propeller, and once obta ined is not varied. 1I'his method 
is used becamse field control alone is insufficient t.o obtain 
the required range and a combination of the two, although 
quite possible• renders the control much more complicated. 
As sufficient range can be obtai ned with armature voltage 
control a l one. t he additiona l complications are unnecessary. 
For certa in kinds of work the precision speed control mentioned 
a.bove is unneces sary, ~md some simpler form of speed r.idjust-
:ment is desirable. ~ ith the system shown in the d i :igram this 
is easily obtained by control of the motor-operated rheost at 
in the field circuit of t he r.01!! :i.n c_:enerat.or. In this discus-
sion this type of speed control will he called hand control, 
and the operating circuit can be ea sily traced from the figure . 
The motor for operating t he rheostf-lt is provided wit.h t.wc 
series fields wound in opposite directions eo tha t a circuit 
t h rough the ar mature and one field will caui::;e rot ;;Ltion in one 
direction a nd a circuit t hrough t he a. rm-ature e.,ncl the other 
field will cause rot a.tion in the opposite direction. n·ith the 
transfer switch~ 143, closed in the uppe r or "ha.nd 0 position, 
the circuit sta,rts f rom the positive control bus t .hrough the 
transfer mvitch, 143 • one or the other of the conta cts in the 
-speed control switch. then through one of the series fields, 
t he arll12,ture of the rheosta t motor and t hus back t o the neg -
a.tive~ontrol bus, the contact chosen in the speed control 
switch detern1ining t he direct ion of rotation and therefore 
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whether the resistance is increasing or decreasing. The 
amount of resist -::i,nce in t he field circuit determines the 
voltage of the main generator and therefore the speed of the 
:propeller motor . For this t _ype of control, of cou.rse, con-
stc?..nt voltage at the exciter is required. In order t.o accom-
plish t h is withm.it i nterfering with the action or the regu-
lator. when it is used, t wo r heostats :,;,re emf•loyed. in the 
field. circuit of the exciter, t he lef t-hand rheosta,t being 
used during hand control and the right-hand one during regu-
lator control. It will be noticed that the right hand rheo-
sta t is shown short-c irouited by a contact of relay 192,-13 in 
its de-energized. position and therefore tb.e left-hand rheostat 
cleterrnines the voltae;e of the ex.<::iter, independently of the 
other rheostat. 
It may be noticed that no sta rting resistance is 
used in the circuit to the propeller motor 13,rma.ture . Starting 
is accorr~lished by reducing the generator voltsge to a suf-
ficiently s-ir.a,11 value before closing circuit breake r 172. 
To insure this condition. interlock connections, not shown 
in the figure, prevent t he cJ.osins of the circuit brea1cer 
until the generator field rheostat is enti:-ely cut in, and 
also set up the circuit to run the rheost o,t to this pos ition 
as soon as the circuit breaker opens. 
It is a.lso essential t hat t he fieJd of t he p ropeller 
motor be energized whenever the annature circuit is energized 
in order to keep the motor from tr_ying to run away. This is 
accomplished by so inter l ocking t he circuit bree..kers 141 and 
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172 tha t 141 must be cl csed before 172 ca.n be close ci and 
caus ing 172 to open i mmedia tely after 141 has opened from any 
cause whatever. Both circuit breakers a re closect a nd tripped 
in the proper orde r by one c ontrol switch, 8,t t he control 
sta tion .. 
When t he ma in genera tor is being used for supplying 
some l aboratory l oad, antt t he p!'opeller motor is di sconnected, 
the interlocking system described a,bove 'between the :position 
of the rheost a t ai7-d the closing of' t he circuit breaker may 
or may not be . desir!?,,ble,, depending upon the tyr e of 102.d. . To 
accomocla te t his conditj_cn, a double thrmn switch has been 
arranged so t hat in one pos it i on t he sall'le interlock ing pre-
va j ls as when t he ri r opelle :_r rr,otor is in opera.ticn, a.nd in .the 
othe r a.11 interlocking between the two is eliminated. whenever 
the main switches a.re c l osed in the _position for the l abora-
tory load. The energ izing of the f ield of the propeller motor 
is a lso undesirable when the ·cain genere"tor is feedi ng a lab--
oratory loa,d,_ a.nd suitable i nt erlocks prevent t he field cir-
ellit breaker. 141, c l osing when t he knife switches, 189, are 
thrown to the l aboratory l oad position. In t his ca se the 
s ame control switch which pr eviously closed both circuit 
break:ers now closes only t he main circu it breaker, 172. 
IV. PRECISION SPEED CONTHOL. 
One of t he princir,al diff iculties in the construc-
tior1 of this wind tunnel equipment has been the obta ining of 
a suitable precisiun speed control ·which would regulate the 
speed 1r; ithin very narrow l imits a,nd at the s9 .. me time allow 
the speed maintained by the regulator to be adjusted at the 
will of the opera tor. Severa l different types of speed reg-
ula tion were conmid.ered but the majority hc"'l.d to be disca rded 
because they would not fil l a.11 the requirements. One of the 
schemes which seemed most promising at first sight vva.s tha.t 
of balancing t he speed of the propeller rnotor a.gel.inst 2,n 
accurate speed of reference,. any deviations causing corrective 
impulses until the speeds were ex0,ctly watchecl . A small sys-
chronous motor with speed controlled ·by a tuning fork, a sys-
tem known as the Benioff drive., was available as a speed of 
reference. with accuracy close to l pa.rt in a mil l ion. A sys-
tem of speed regulation had been developed for individua l 
paper machine plants, where highest accuracy: in relative speeds 
is required, which would match the speEKl of the propeller mo-
tor against tha t of the spee,": of refe1·ence with far greater 
a ccuracy than required for our PU.!'1lCSes . However , no means 
could be found b ;y which the regulated speed could be adjusted 
without de s t~rying its accura cy. The speed of reference was 
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inherently fixed, and the system of ~,tching allowed ve~riations 
of approxirnately 10 per cent either way from mean speed. This 
variation was obtained by .. adjusting the po.sit ion of a belt 
connecting two parallel cone pulleys ., taperin,,6 in opposite 
directions, one pulley being directly connected to the appar-
atus 'being regulated and the spee ci. of the other being matched 
a gainst the reference speed. To increase the length and diam-
eter of these pulleys to the polnt where the desired re.nge 
. of variation, approximate ly 10 to 1, could be obt~ined, 'J:?,s 
in itself not feasible mechanically, to ~;.;3,y nothinz of the 
cost and difficulty of develo.:.in.z a device for shifting the 
position of the belt from one point to ~.nother e ,s,sily, accur-
ately and within a reasonable time. :No other scheme was 
found by which the variation could be accomplished a.'1d. so 
the method ha d to be diec&.rded • 
.Another method , used by the ·westinghouse Blee. and 
:Mf g . Co. in building ~, s:·, '.'.~' ~ 0s 51:d tunnel for the g ovorrm:ent 
at Langley Field consisted essentially in balancing the pull 
of a coil, connected to a voltage proportional to the speed 
of the propeller motor, against the wei;:,sht of t he coil plun-
ger. 'i'his system worked very s a tisfactorily in the cat;e in 
which it w~s used, one report indicath1g t.r.at e, speed va.r-
ia,tion of not more than one-tenth of l per cent was obtained 
with this equipmeht, a,lth ough some doubt as tc the a.ccuracy 
of this figure ha s arisen. However , t he . speed r en ge covered 
b y t h is equipment was small, be ing a pp roxirri2,teJ.y 2 t o l, a,nd 
it could not therefore be used in our case. 
The workinz of t h is scherce is essentially a.s follows. 
A small generator , called the pilot generator, is directly 
connected to the propeller motor, -~nd when its field is con-
stant it will generate a voltage proportional to the speed 
of the propeller. This voltage is then impressed on t he ma.in 
element of a. dir{!ct-current vibrating voltage regulator. 
This regul a tor varies the volt&,ge olJtained from the main 
generator until the speed of the propeller is just sufficient 
to cause the voltage from the pilot gene1~ator to balance 
the regulator. In this case. in order to reduce the current 
hanclled by the regulRtor ~..nd to reduce the tendencjr for hun-
ting , the regulator. instead of opera ting directly on the 
ma i.n generator• controls the volts,se of the exciter for t he 
main gener:1tor. t he reby indirectly control l ing the volt~,ge 
of the latter and r~.intaining it at the proper value. The 
s:i.ri ilarity between this operation and ths,t of an alter-
nating current vibra ting generc:;,tor \folt :;ge regulator is ap-
parent . Any means by which the voltaee impressed on the main 
element of the regulator is variea. without the speed of the 
propeller motor being changed will cause a change in the 
rer.;ulated speed , since the volta.ee necessary to ba.J.;i.,nce the 
regulator will occur at a different speed. In t h is case a 
rheosta t v;e,s inserted in the f ielcl c:i.rcuit of the :p ilot gen-
erator, causing the voltage cenera.ted for a g iven speed to 
vary with the 11osition of the rheost~.t . As the rB.nge of 
voltage possible to obtain from the exciter under stable 
regulator control i s only about 2 to 1, the speed r9,nge 
is limi ted to about the same figure. 
Several other ideas were considered but no essen-
tially different methods were evolved. In the mean time two 
schemes, really modifice,tions of the above in principle , 
although somewh~,t different in operR,ticn, were developed. 
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One was suggested b.;1 t.i:le General Electric Co. in a. prelim-
inary quotation and the other dev0loped. bJ us. 
Both methods employ the pilot Jenerator as was done 
in the scheme outlined above. but t he adjusting rheosta ts 
are now plaoed in the armature and :tegulator circuit of the 
pilot generator . instead of the fieJ.d circuit. In order that 
its field current could be ll',aLTtained const~nt , the i:1ilot 
gewJrator was excited from the control bus described above, 
and it was planned to r egulate the voltage of the control 
genera.tor to a consta.nt value. The increase in poesible 
s_pe-::d r.9..nge is obtained by the addition of a moto:r opera ted 
rheostat in series ~iith the field of the main gene1"a:l;or, the 
position of which is 1..muc:r: .., ,.;.:.., .. ;.:; l of an additional element 
of the regulator. If the voltf'"ge required at the field ancl 
r heostat terrdnala of the main genera.tor and which the main 
pa.rt of the regul::~tor is trying to produce, is above or below 
certain fixed l:i.r.r1 its between which the response of the regu• 
l a.tor is suff icie1itly ra:pid and the action stable, the addi-
tional or auxiliary elenient of the regulator chariges the po-
s i tion of the rheost a t until the excitation voltage required 
has bGer: brought within the necesE:ary limits. The de-ta iled 
description below wil l make the operation clea re1--. 
The difference between the two met~ods lies in the 
vm..y in wh:tch t he exc :i. tation voltage furniohed by the main 
pe,rt of the regulator is produced. In the Geners.J. E. J.ee t:ri c 
scheme the aovrce • instead of being an exciter vlith a va.ri.atile 
voltage under control of the regulator, is smne constant po ten-
tia.l, 125 volt n.c. supply. However, inserted. in series with 
the field circuit is a, direct current "counter-E . lJ . F." 
motor, t he volt age drop of which is under control of the 
regulator, the latter acting on the field of this motor. 't'he 
counter-E. M. F. and therefore the equivalent reslstance drop 
of this motor can be varj.ed. on l y through def'inite limits. 
The rheostat, also in series. provides an additional drop 
and if the latter drori is not at a s uitable value so that 
the mot-or can remain within its prescribe d. limits, the regu-
lator auxiliary element, connected across the counter-TI:. M. F. 
motor terminals a.pd opera ting on the rheostat motor,changes 
the position of the rheost,'3.t to a satisfactory point. In 
other words. the pure resistance, which would be used under 
hand control to Vt:),ry the gene :--a-tor voltage, is spl it up into 
a motor operated rheostat and an artificial equivalent resis-
tRnce produced by the counter-E. !i!. F. motor. The srr.e.11 fluc-
tuations are ta.ken by the motorj which responds rapidly, and 
the big 3re.d.ua,l changes e,re taken l)y the rheostat. Si.nee the 
total resist !3,nce of the rheostat oan be ma.de v·ery large in 
compa.rison with the 't"ariati;m ir. ec.11.., ivalcnt resistB,nce of the 
rnctor .,. it is obv:i.ous that the r a,nge can be greatly increased. 
In our- ~,ystem. instead cf' us:i.ng e, constant potential 
source and inserting a. motor arrr.a,ture in series to reduce the 
volta.ge to the :proper value, the two functions are re-corrbined 
into a single exciter, the voltage of which is the same fM3 
the abo,re combina.ti.on a.nd likewise uncL,r the control of the 
regulator. The au_xillary element which controls the IH)s ition 
of the rheostat is now connected across the a.rrr!8.ture of the 
exciter and adjusts t he rheostat reeist:?nce unti.1 the vol-
t age maintained at the terminals of t he field and rheostat 
by the main part of tre regula tor is within the limits of 
quick response for the exciter. If t he exciter is sep~,ra.tely 
excited, j us.t as the cou:nte r-E . R.F. motor is in the Gene re,1 
Fl.ectr :1. c scheme~ the speed of r es_rom,;e will be ess entially 
t he same for both schemes. !\ lthough this scheme is sii."'Dp J.e:r 
t han the Gener a l ?;J.ectrj_c and close r to the orig i:n8,l "t esting-
house model on ·wh :: ch it is based, it i.s more d i f ficult to 
obr~erve a t f:LN3t s i ght th~,t it will work sg,tiofa.ctor:I.1y. 
The le,tter scheme also has e, hj.gher effic :i ency t h~,n t he fonner 
because t he loss l ri the covnter-E:. :'.'t . F . met or, conm:: cted in 
opposition to t he const ,,.,r:t ,, ,, t,ential source, is el ii.1,i nated. 
The l a r [{e st source of error in beth schemes• a s 
orietna,11y desi_::;necl, is t he che,nge cf field. cvrrent of t he 
rd. lot generator as :as windiugs change tempera::ure. v.'e we re 
able to overcome th,is t.c ~, very l a r ge extent by r egv.J.0.t ing 
the current :t.n the pi lot genern.tor fieJ.d i ns tead of t he 
v o1 t 8{.!;e acros s it • . Assuming r erfect current regu.1~.ticn, the 
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only e ffect on the voltage, 11 r cduced by t.e:mr,e r a ture chr➔.n~es, 
i s t hat due t o chan::;e iJ-1 pe r meability a.nd in d.1.mensj.ons of 
the magnetic c ircuJ t. Both of tlH.·H,e effects are srne,11 and 
ve ry gL·adu,~J. within the tem1,erature r ange encountered. :P.oth 
schemes, after this change he.d been ma.de, ~.r,1--,,~_ared to b e 
satisfactory from a r e:S-uJ.ation 1rn 5.nt of view, and the spec-
ifications we re written in such a manner the.t t he b idder 
c culd choose t he one he preferred . It j.s inte restinz to 
note that the General Electric Co., the succes sful bidder 
on this part of the equipment, in their final proposal 
discarded. their scheme, which they had urged upon us quite 
strongly, and a dopted ours. 
We are now in a, posi t ion to trace out the details 
of the f ina l scheme on the elementary die.gram, Fig. 11. 
The field circuit for the pilot generator may be traced frorn 
the positive control bus t .t:rough the auxilia ry cont ::\ct on 
circuit breaker 141, the current regulator, the field and 
back to the negative bus. The current regulator ma.inta.ins 
the field current and hence the field flux constant and the 
voltage of the pilot generator :i.s therefore accun-.,tely pro-
.::.,ortional to the speed of the propeller motor, s i nce the 
pilot generator is directly connected. When the regule,tor 
is in use,, the transfer switch, 143, is chomge ci to the 
11 Regulator11 position,thus disconnecting the speed control 
switch a nd supplying positive control power to the contacts 
of the regulator auxiliary element. As soo11 after this is 
done as satisfa.etory conditions are est a.blished, relay cir-
cuits not shown in the diagram close relays 193-B and 193-A. 
The latter completes the circuit :"'rom the pilot gener•Jtor 
armature through J.93-A, the speed-adjusting rheostat, the 
:main operating coil of the regulator main element, and back 
to the armature. If the voltage dro1; across the regulator 
coil, or more strictly the current through the coil, is below 
the correct value, the contacts of the regulator immedia.tely 
close. Since relay 193-B is now energized, the left-hand 
exciter rheosta t is short-circuited and the right-hand one 
inaerte 1.l in the circuit. However , as soon as the regulator · 
contacts arc cl t sed, the l a tter rheosta t is also short-cir• 
cuited, causing the exciter volt~.ge to rise. Th is in turn 
increases tpe volt2..ge of the 0enera.tor, the speed of the 
propeller notor, and the voltage of the p ilot geners tor • 
.f.s aoon as the voltage of the p ilc t generator hc1.e increased 
sufficiently. the reguhitor cont::wts opell, insert:i.nz the 
rheostat in circuj_t aga1.n .. This reduces tre · excjter voJ.tage 
and jn turn the volt ~~ge of the zener8.tor, the speed of the 
propeller motor and the voltage of t he pilot gener&.tor tmtil the 
contacts a.6a in cL se • ~.nd the cycle is repeated. Thus the 
speed of the motor is not rnainta5.ned steady but 5. s cav.sedi. to 
coil in the main element of the regu.le.tor, connected in 
parc"',llel with the ~ .. uxlliary element, across t he exciter 
arnnture • but for simplicity not shewn in the diazr,-m1 , 
causes the contacts to open Booner and clooe sooner t han they 
otherwise would. This he,s t r..,_e effect of reducinz tbe oscil• 
J.a.tions in pro_peller speed untj_l they are of neglig ible am-
plitude, and the re~v.lator beco:rnes i n effect a direct-current 
volt8ge rec;ulr:i.tor varyj_ng the voltage of the exciter above 
and below ~~. ,,: :~c'.r~ 'la.lne whlch depends up on the desired correct 
speed of the propeller mot.ox·. i:t r;.;3:y h api.,en, however, that 
the u:isan voltaiz;e of the e:;rc:tter 1.-;hich corres1~ onds to the 
desired speed of the proy;eller mot.or is so low, f ::~r a 0 iven 
:position of the generator field rheost1~,t, tha,t the re.:;nla,tor 
conta.cts remain open conttnuously. a.nd the reeulator is nc, 
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longer able to co;,trol the speed. This condition is overcmne 
by the regulator auxiliary element. the operatine; coil of 
which is connected across the exciter arme.ture. If the vol-
t;,:,vge of the eitciter becomes less tlw..n lt tipecj.f led value,. one 
of the co·ata.cts of the auxiliary eleri·:ent will close, ener-
gizing the rheost8.t motor and increasing the reslste,nce. 
This ·will reduce the speed of tlle prc_peller motor, a,nd. after 
~1. sufficient recl1.1cti<~n. the contt\cts c.f tt1e rcain eJ..ernent 
w:Lll close, cnv.sinz the exciter volt '.1ge to rise. ~·hen the 
increase is sufficient,. tho auxiliary element will open its 
conts.cts, stoi, _r.ir.f0 the rheost:::i.t.but the value of th~! exciter 
vclt~;.ge now corresponding tc the cle::;ired profellor speed is 
within ths required or.,erating rB.nge ,-::md the main element of 
the regulator -'.:I.gain has control. 
If the conditim'l L; reversed and the regule,tor 
cont:1.cts rema5.n closed, the exciter voltage will rj.se suf-
ficiently to close the othGr contact of the auxtlir:try element• 
reducinJ thf.: resistance until the roc3ulator cont?..cts a3::i,in 
v:i.brat&. Tl.l:JS the two eler,-,ento, C>})era:t ing in conjunct ion, are 
able to regulate the speed over a wide range. 
:rt is obvious that the speecl ma.5.ntained b:· the 
regulator :1s a. fv.ncticn of the --r:osition cf tho speed adjus-
ting rheostat, a.nd ::s.ny cha:nge in the position of the rheo-
ste,t will change the regul2~ted speed. I>'or ba.lance the voJ.te.ge 
drop across the regulator coil is a constant. ':'his voltage 
plus the drop 1:1,crcss thG rheostat nust equal the volt.3,ze of 
the ,Pilot ;::;enerator, and the l a tter is proportiorn,.l to speed. 
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Changing the rheostat will cause the voltage drop across 
the regulator to change, but this unba J.ances the regulator 
and the speed wilJ. change untj_l the :pro1ier drop io restored. 
By adjusting this rheostat, the s_peed of the :propeller motor 
may be var:i.ed, with the ];') resent calibration, from about 120 
to 850 r.p.m. Although no precision spee r.} :mea.suring device 
ha.s yet been instB.lled, the ::n,,;neto speed j_n(licator used 
shows fluctuations above and below normed s peed of consider-
ably less than -!· of 1 per cent ancl. no observable deviation m 
the mean speed incUcate c. is noted over a considerab1e period 
of time. 
The piJ.ot generator h·i<s been mentioned r,reviously 
under the description oft~~ nropellcr motor. rt is rated 
at l½ 1<!1. 600 volts at 700 r.p.m. The r a ting is, however, 
quite conserv~.tj_ve for the frame size in order to reo.uce the 
effects of temperature on the speed rer;ul9,tion. 'The hic;h 
voltage ra,ttn.2: ~s necessary in order to suppl y sufficient 
energy for operB,ting the regulator a.t the lrw speeds, E1!1prox-
i ir:ately 45 volts being ne-cessa ry to boJ.ance t he r egulator 
with no resistance cut in from the s ree d adjustinc~ rheosta t, 
and proport io:na lly highe r vo1 t·:i.get, rend red ~lt t.he h:l::; t:e r 
s peeds. 'T"he: ··· i 1 r;~- 1-enera tor is sup : orted from a bracket 
mounted on the end-bell of the p:ropeJ.ler motor and is dir-
ect connected to the propeller motor sh2.ft by means of 8. 
flexible coupling . The pilot generator and. its mounting ma.y 
be quite clearly seen in Fig. 6. 
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V. DETAILED DESCRIPTION 0]' CO.NTROl, Ef~UIPMENT 
AND MF.JTHOD OF O BRAT I ON. 
As mentioned above in this discussion no single 
location was a convenient and economical p lace for all the 
major switching devices. ·with remote control, centralizing 
of equipment of different classes presented few if any 
advantages. and so the high-tension switching e Quipment, 
consisting of the three oil circuit bree..kers, namely, 
magnetizing, starting and running, the necessary discon• 
necting switches. current and potential transforr.aers. was 
located in a separate e.hambar on the basement level, known 
as the primary vault. In this as.me vault were also p la.ced the 
hand opera.tect oil circuit l,reaJrnrs for the building tre.ns-
fromers and the building motor-generator set. and the auto-
matic starter for the building set. The building power and 
light transformers and the starting auto-trans.former were 
placed in the transformer vault iromedia.tely belcw. As the 
equipment in the primary vault was well adapted to struc-
tural mounting, it was all erecteci on a framework of' 1 -¼ inch 
iron pipe .. Since the incoming power leads entered the build-
ing at the end of the primary vault opposite the machinery, 
a very satisfactory arrangerr~nt of connections and bus work 
was possible. 
The D.C, air circuit breakers requiring panel 
mounting, some form of switchboard was necessary where they 
were located. This point being quite central with respect to 
the P ..r:.i.chinea and the conduit route for the third floor 
--
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control sta tion, t r-~is switchboard was extended and rr;ade 
large enough to accomoda.te all the field and control con-
tactors, and t ,:1e control, n:iscellaneous, and part of' the 
protective relays, with the exception of the control relays 
for the oil circuit breakers, which had to be located with 
t he circuit breaker opera ting mechanisms in the prirDary 
vault. The t hree large fielcl r i1eostats, na.mely, the synchro-
nous motor exciter field, the ma j_n gene rator field and the 
11ropeller motor field rheost :J,ts were l c,cated nearby on a. 
structural fr8..11.>ework. Fig. 12 shows this s1.vitchboard, par-
tia lly completed, i n t he foreground, and the rheostats and 
t he automatic starter for t he control motor- generator be-
yond and to the left. The left-hand panel of the switchboard 
is used in connection with the building motor-generator, 
and the remaining t hree panels conta in the equipment for the 
wind tunnel. On panel t hree is loca ted. the proi.;eller motor 
field circu .it breaker, 141, and on panel 4 the main circuit 
breaker ,172, and the three knife switcJ1es a re observed. This 
switchboa rd is called the relay or "Bn swi tchbot:i.rd. 
The main control mvi tchboa,rd at which all awi tching 
operations are performed is located on t he t hir d floor. This 
switchboard a lso consists of four panels, on t he frirst of 
which are mounte ,l the regulator elements and accesories. The 
second contains the control switch, rheostat, a nd instru~ents 
for the control motor-generator and in addition two protec-
tive relays for the main motor-generator set for which there 
is no room on panel 3. The third panel conta ins the control 
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RELAY OR 11 B11 SWITCHBOARD . 
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switches, meters, instruments and overload relays for the 
main synchronous motor, and the fourth panel the control 
switches and instrument s for the main generator and pro-
peller motor, and also t he exciter rheosta t wh ich is used 
during regula ted speed control. This switchboard is ca lled 
the control or "C" switchboard. 
In addition t here are four small auxiliary panels 
for va rious pur1, osea, a.a follows. For convenience in testing 
ancl in the use of the ma.in generator for experin~ental pur-
poses other than the wind tunnel, a small control panel was 
provided, containing four control switches and an ammeter and. 
. voltmeter for the ma.in sen-e-r.ator. With the automatic features 
and interlocking provided, these :four control switches will 
_perform all the necessary switching opera tions for running 
the tunnel under hand speed control, or for using the rr:ain 
generator for other purposes, except that of starting the 
control generator. The control motor-generator set must 
first be started by means of a push .. button located near 
the "B" switchboard or the control switch a t the nc" switch-
board. 'I'his panel is normally located a few feet to the 
right of the "B" switchboard, but if desired, may be removed 
to any location within reasonable distance and placed in 
service by connecting Jts terminals to a set of terminal 
blocks a t the normal location. This panel is consequently 
called the "semi-portable control panel". 
A second panel called the "set-up panel" is located 
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in a n enclosing steel cabinet under lock and key just to the 
right of the "B" switchboard. On this pariel a.re mounted trans-
fer switches for transferring control of the equ ipment from 
the main control switchboard to the semi-portable control 
panel and for connecting or removing the interlock between 
the main generator rheosta t and the ma.in circutt breaker, as 
described previously. 
The remaining two panels are auxiliary speed control 
stations which may be used for controlling the speed of the 
propeller motor. These speed control sta tions a,s well s.s the 
speed control switch at the 11 C" switchboa rd are mutually ex-
clusive and control must be transferred f r om one to the other 
by weans of a transfer switch, 143, l ocated at the "C" switch-
board. Hand speed control only is ava ilable a.t the "C" switch-
board, but either hand or regulated speed control is available 
at either of the auxiliary stations. One of t hese sta tions 
is loca ted immediately adjacent to t he be.lances on t he t h ird 
floor and the other is located in the observaion room on the 
first floor. 
Extensive electrical protection of t he rota ting 
equipment was considerec't desirable_, because of the large in-
vestment involved and because, under normal operation, the 
machinery is neither visible nor audible from the point of 
control. Althoµgh this considerably increases the compli-
cations of the equipment, the additional cost was only a 
small proportion of the total cost and any dangers which 
might arise due to operation by men not thoroughly f amiliar 
with the electrical equipment are red.uced to a minimum. This 
protection may be divided into three general classes, the 
first of which prevents t he nonnal operat ions progressing 
until the preceding operations have been successfully com-
pleted, or until satisfactory conditions prevail, the second, 
which causes operations to occur which will perfect unsatis-
f actory conditions in order t o allow normal sequence to fol-
low, and the third which will shut down the equipment in case 
of serious abnormal condition. In the first class may be men-
tioned the conditions which will prevent the starting of the 
motor-generator set, which are: 
l. Low A.c. voltage . 
2 . Unbalanced or reverse phase A.C. voltage. 
3. Low or reversed control voltage. 
The remaining features of the first class and those 
of the second are, in general, obtained by interlock or aux-
iliary switch connections and will be mentioned as they arise 
during the discussion of t he operating sequence. The t~ird 
class may be sub-divided into t wo groups, one which causes 
a shut-down and prevents t he equipment being restarted until 
the trouble has been investigated , and the second which causes 
shut-down but allows t he equipment to be im1:.ediately restarted 
in case the troub l e has disappeared. Y1ith two exceptions all 
the devices operating in the first group obtain their oper-
ation by actuating a lock-out relay and an annunciator which 
indicates t he cause of t he shut-down. The lock-out relay is 
hand reset and when opera ted causes irrimediate shut-down of 
the propeller motor and the main motor-generator, e.,ncl 
neither can be resta rted until the lockout relay has been 
reset. T'he two exceptions are the overspeed devices on the 
motor-generator set and the propeller motor. These devices 
are circuit opening and are therefore unable to or erate the 
annunciator and lock-out. The overspeed device for the motor-
generator set shuts down the motor-generc1,tor and. propeller 
motor, and the device for the motor shuts down the motor 
only . The equipment shut down can not be restatted until 
t he proper overspeed device has been reset. 
The fea t ures included in the first group are: 
1. Unbalanced A.C. line current during sta.rting 
period of the motor-generator set. ( 46). 
2. Failure of the motor-generator set to com-
plete starting sequence in a predetermined time. (48). 
3. Continued overload (Thermal protection).(49 ). 
4. Overheated bearings on the motor-g enerator set. 
(38). 
5. Field failure in synchronous motor. (40). 
6. Overspeed of motor-generator set. Can occur 
only in case of power feed back into motor-generator upon 
loss of A.c. supply, (12). 
?. Overheating of propeller motor. (168). 
8. Overheating of bearings on propeller motor, 
(138). 
9. 0verspeed of propeller motor. Shuts down 
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propeller motor only. (112). 
The features included in t he second group are: 
1. Low control volt age. ( 80). 
2. Low. unbalanced or reverse phase A.C. line 
voltage. ( 4? .). 
3. Unbalanced. A.C. line current during running 
period. ( 46). 
4. Severe momentart A.c. overload. (51). 
5. Direct current overl cad .. 
6. Opening of propeller motor field breaker. 
Shuts down propeller motor only. 
The distinctions between features of one group and 
those of another are in some cases not very marked, as a 
single device may perform functions in more than one group 
depending upon the circumstances. 
Comparison of the first fe~ture of the first group 
in class three with the third feature of the second group 
shows that both depend upon unbalanced A.c. line current 
for o.peration. This condition may be ca.used either b;y inter-
nal machine conditions or unbalanced voltage. Hmvever, Ulll-
balanced voltage. if not too great, will not be detected by 
the voltage relay, since the machine itself acts as a _pha.ve 
converter and ho14s up the voltage on the l cw phase. The 
first cause is a serious fault and tl-te machine should be 
locked-out. The second is an exter:mal condition which is 
not due to any machine trouble and a lock-out is not desired. 
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If the unbalanced current first occurs while in the running 
position. the t\bove arrangernent sepa rates the t wo cau ses. 
In either case the machine is shut down as so-0n e,s the un-
balance reaches serious pror1ortlons. If the f ault is i nternal• 
there is nothing to pre,rent the ma chine being rest ,;1rte o. . but 
jf the trouble persists. the ma.chine is iinmedia,te1y loe,~ked-
out. If the s .::-:ut-dovm was caused by unba l anced line voltage, 
the phase converter <-,,ction of t.he motor wil l cease as soon 
as the machine stops s.nd the voJ.tage re l ay will rrevent re-
fJt ?,rt until ba.lancecl voltage is restored to the line. In this 
case no lock-out occurs. 
In any eystem of control, faults may occur, and in 
a system as corn11licated as this cne h a t beeo!r..e. locrati n.g the 
trouble may be more difficult t h;m correcting it. To render 
fault detection as easy s ... s possible• the wiring was care-
fully organize cl. Bach wire in the entire system be a.rs a 
wire designation which is indicative. s,s far as :possible. 
of its function and t.he me.chine with which it is primarily 
used. This designatlon appe a rs on a ll t he dia.gra.n:s G.ncl at 
the terminal blocks where the wire J.eaves a pe.nel • . "'he ":B" 
switchboard is a distr-Hn .. :'t i ng point for e,11 control wiri.ng 
except that to the two speed control :panels which :0 .. re sub-
sidiary to the °C 41 switchboard. All wi:-ir(:E at the nB n switch-
boa rd is terminated a t e. series of terminal blocks ~,t the 
rear of the pn.110.ls and is grouped as far as conveniently 
possible according to the location of t l,e other end of the 
run. All insti"ume.nt and control wiring leaving the prime ..ry 
vault runs through a terminal board cabinet where a series 
of t e rrninal blocks renders similar identification. All small 
wiring entering or leaving any switchboard panel _pri,sses through 
a terminal block, so tha t any wire may be readily l ccated. 
Wires leaving the ":B" and ncu switchboards are maintained in 
small related grou_ps, run through floor plates into a.n under-
fl oor distributing gutter, and are there sorted out and led 
into the appropriate conduit. The system has already proven 
its value in the silliplicity with which the initial seque~ce 
tests were conducted and individual devices operated under 
test conditions, and. in the ease with which such circuit 
troubles as have arisen have been located. Changes may also 
be uiade much more easily when ea.ch wire can be almost in-
stantly located at both ends. 
The first step in laying out a system of wiririe; of 
this type is the construction of a schematic wiring diagram 
in which every device is placed with reference to its elec-
trical rather than its physical location. Before this dia-
gram can be completed the entire sequence of operations 
must be known from beginning to end, and every relay, con-
tactor, switch or other device must be completely speci-
fied with regard to its method of operation, · opera.ting vol-
tage, number and type of contacts, etc. The remaining char-
acteristics, such a.s vcltage and current ratings, interrup-
ting ca.pa.city, etc. must be determined at the same time 
from a careful e..nalysis of every circuit and other piece 
of apparatus affected b~ the, device in question. 'fhen a 
check must be made to determine if the devices desired are 
obtainabJ.e and suitable from a. commercial and economic point 
of view. If not. t:::..e scae:tna.t ic diagrt,,1n must be modified until 
a, completely sat isf~ .. etory system is obtained. After the dia-
grar.u itself is completed., the w:l.re numbers are a..ssigned 1 and 
the information is then avs.iJ.able for making the svJitchboard. 
outline d.rawings, wh:1.ch show the 1ocations of the devices and 
the consti~uction of the switchbce.rds, ancl the connection dis,• 
6 r3..ms. which show tr1e actual co1mections, as rri2,de on the in-
stallation. and the a:p1;roxima.t0 e.rran~emcmt cf wires, assv.ruing, 
of course• that comrlete inforrnation on each individual device 
is at hand. 
The schematic diagrams fer tl,.is :installaticn are 
shown on drawings A';'"-49 and A'''-31, rc.r;rcdi:ctior-.s of which 
are appended. The di1:<era1r. was divided into twc partz becarn.:;e 
of insufficient room on .4r:-2i1,, and a.lso beca.use. if the con-
trol generator• the connections of which are shovm on P-'7-49, 
becomes disabled. any other source of 125 volts r.c. of 9J 
K't. or more capacity,. connected in its place, will allow 
all the functions shown on N.'i-31 to proceed without ch.g,nge. 
The rr..eaning of the symboJ.s which are net in universc::,J. use or 
n:arked rr:a.y be deterr:inod from the le..,:;encl shown on the draw-
ings. Contacts indicated as nnon.'1ally open~ are open when the 
opera.ting coil of the device is c.0energized. u,.1d like·.vise, 
contacts ttnor...nally closed" are closed when the operatir~g ccil 
is deenergized. ':'his point should be carefully noted in 
checking the operations on. the dia.gr2.1,'1., as in some c2,ses the 
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operating coil itself may be norzr.ally and continuously 
energized. which causes conte,cts indicated as "normally 
open" to be closed the majority of the time .and vice -versa.. 
Within ea.ch circle indicating an operaiing coil e.ncl adj.a.cent 
to each pair of contacts• the number of tl'B device is indi-
cated, and the description of the device is given in the 
table• The complete description, with rat ing, cat::~log number, 
location, etc. can be obtained from the device number list 
on file in the records of the insta llation. The bills of mat-
erial, the connection diagrams and the nameplates adjacent 
to the devices on the.switchboards indicate the device num-
bers, so that locating a particular device is not difficult. 
The device designa.ti.ona a.re based as far a.s possible on the 
standard device ntunbers fer automatic stations. adopted by 
the National Electrical Manufacturers Association. For this 
type of equipment only the numbers between 1 and 100 are 
authorized, but because of overlapping of functions the 
2,arne numbers with the prefix O are used for the control 
generator equipment, and with the prefix 100 for the pro-
peller motor equipment. The numbers between land 100 refer 
to the main motor-generator. Letters alone and letters fol-
l cwed by a number a re not standard designations and were 
adopted to suit conditions. The letter suffix to e, number 
indicates a.n auxilie.ry device or one pa.rt of a device which 
is divided into several :parts. A rec tangle surrounding two 
or more operati11g coils ind.; cates tha,t both a.evices are in 
the same case and operate in conjunction. 
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Aa ment j_oned above, the wire designations • in 
general, indicate the function of the wire a.nd the machine 
with which it is primarily used • .Mo particular diffi4ulty 
should be experienced in distinguishing wire numbers and 
device numbers on the diagrams because of their location. 
Although certain exceptions a.re unavoidable, in genere,l, the 
last letter of the wire designation indicates its use, ac-
cording to a code, a.no. the first number the machine with 
it functions, following the numbers in the :me.chine symbols 
on the diagrams. The second number or lack of it designates 
the inclividual wire . The prefix 13 denotes a. bus which ma.y 
energize several device:; prefix V, instrument potential; 
prefix J, instrument current; and i,refix L, lamp indicator. 
The numbe r portions of the control bus designations, bes.r-
ing the prefix B. are exceptions, and do not bear machine 
numbers. The code for the last letters is as follows: 
A,B,C , Main leads, usually A.C. phases A,B ,C. 
D, Neutral . 
E,. Equalizer. 
F, Field. 
G, Green. 
L, Lowering (voltage , etc.) or lockswitch. 
N, Negative. 
O, Ground. 
P, Positive . 
Q,, . A.c. control. 
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R, Raising (voltage, etc.) or red. with 
prefix L. 
S, Starting. 
T, Tripping or stOIJping. 
w, vn1ite. 
X, Heavy control ( for solenoid 1:,1ech1;1,nisms • 
etc.) 
H,K,U, Miscellaneous control and protection 
not includeti. in above. 
When L indicates lockswitch the fir~t number 
following is 1 instead of the zrachine number. ft lower ca.se 
letter fol l owing the usual wire designation indicates a 
wire of same electrical purpose as the wire wfthout suffix, 
but distinguished :for sorr.e non-electrj.cal reason. 
Although certain importe,nt exceptions occur. in 
~eneral the main operating coil of a device, when energized, 
attracts a plunger or armature, v1hich in turn :oechanica lly 
closes the "normally open11 and opens the "normally closed 11 
contacts. the contacts rernain:in.g in the energized position 
only while the coil is energized. The princip8,l exceptions 
are the circuit breakers which a.re latched in the energized 
or closed position and remain so~ even after the operating 
coil is deenergizeci, until the latch is tripped.. The latch 
may be tripped. electrically in either of three ways, de-
energizing a holdingncoil or low voltage release cotl, 
energ izing a shunt trip coil, and energizing a series trip 
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coil. In all three cases the tripp ing devices may. in general, 
be made to operate within certa in definite limits only, so 
that current belov: or above definite values must be present 
to cause operation. The holding coil, if used, must be ener-
gized before the main opera.ting or closing coil is energized, 
if a. satisfactory closing operation is to be obta.ined. The 
designations of t hese tripping coils a.re the same as that of 
the operating coil, followed by the letter H for a holding 
coil, and T for a trip1ling coil, the circuit of the coil de-
termining whether it is a shunt or a series coil. 
Certain other devices remain in the operated po-
sition, after t he opera.t ing coil is deenergized. until reset 
by hand or other means . These devices are noted in the de-
scriptions of a r)1;aratus on the diagr~.ms. Several other deviaas 
have some special or u21usua.l characteristics, and the most 
import~nt ones will be described briefly below. Rela,ys 027 
and 048 operate in conjunction in such a manner the,t afte1" 
048 has operated !t is ma.inta.inec.l in its o_r;er&,ted posit. j_on 
by 027 as long as the latter is energized. 048 requires a, 
defini te time to complete its o~eration. The a.nnun.ciator 
relay• 30-. has no contacts, but a series of t.21,rgets which 
drop into view when the corresponding c ircui.t is energized. 
Relays 41-X and 48 require a definite time to ~perate after 
being energized, and a proportional time to reset after bein g 
deenergized. Relays 80 and 80-X operate in conjunction as a 
single unit, the operation of 80 causing the opera tion of 
80-X, a rugged auxiliary relay, by the circuits shown. The 
regulating devices U5? • 15?-A and 190., 1 90-A • ea.ch consist of 
two cells~ the first .._;r5.rnarily operating the contact.s 8,nd the 
second supplying an o_ppoaing im1mlse which is designed to pre-
vent hunting. Tho s1Jeeia.J. action of the regulator auxiliary 
relay, 190-X a.nd 190-XA. is described in note 1 on A·st-31. Device 
158 has two contact~• which arP. closed at s,pproprie.,te upJ1er 
and lower limits of its n9rma..l volta,ge range. 158-L being closed 
w.hen the voltage on the coil falls below a certain v2.lue a.nd 
158-R bei.!'1g closed when it rises ?.-bove another ve.l ve. The var-
ious circuit breaker control relays should e.lso ·be n;ent ioned, 
as they have two operating coils,. the main coil bearins the 
designd.tion of th~ circuit 1)re :J.ker with the suffix X a.nd the 
releaee coil with ti'1e suffix X-P. The act5.on is sucr:i. that 
energizing the X coil closes the contacts and e11er,,; izing the 
X-R coil opene them. whet.her the X: coil rer:~ains energized or 
not. The contacts can not 'be reclosed untjl after beth coils 
have been deenergized a.t the same time. 
The control devices shown in PJ-49 are for tLe most. 
pa.rt included in the stand::i.rd magnetic automv,tic s t ·?rter • but 
are shown in a diagra.tt of this tyJ)e f'or conveniencG and uni-
formity .. The operation is a$ follovrn. :tf the '~stop" contacts 
of P.B 1-A, PD 1-B. and cs 1 and the back contacts of 0-4:9 are 
closed. closing t.he "start• contacts of PB l-A or CS 1 will 
start the control motor-gener!.')tv.J.·. The circuit ne.y be traced 
from B-10 through the push buttons and control avJitch to 027 • 
and in parallel with it 02?•X• then through the contacts 049 
to the other side cf the line. 027 :i.!r,media.teJ.y clcses its 
contacts, maintaining its energizing circuit after the nstart" 
contact has been released. 06 and 048 are energized in pa.r~1.-
llel with 027. through the back conta cts of 048. The former 
closes immediately, connect,ing the motor to a reduced voltage 
from the auto-transformer, and causing it to sta,rt. After a. 
definite• adjustable time which allows the machine to come 
up to speed, 04,8 oper~ttes. openiru_; its own circuit and that 
of 06. 048 being mainta.il.ed in this position by 027, the :wake 
contacts of 048 close and energize 042 as soon as 06 has 
completely opened, thus placing the motor on full voltage. 
The contacts of 02?-X, which closrewith 02?, energize an in-
dicator in the ma.in hall from a lighting ,circuit, as shown in 
the lower left of the diagram. The switchboard indicator. 
located at the nc" switchboard, is connected between s-12 
and A-11 as shown and has the same volte,ge across it and its 
resistor as ap_plied to the motor. As a consequence, when the 
mctor takes full voltage, the lamp will brighten, giving a 
visual indication of the action. 
:NORM.AL STOP. CONTROL G:KNERATOR. 
To stop the set it is merely necessary to open the 
"stop" contacts of PB 1.:A, PE 1-B, or CS 1 momentarily. This 
opens the circuits of all the contactors and they will re-
rnain open since the opening of 027 causes the break in the 
circuit to be maintained. PB 1-A is locateu. near the "B" 
switchboard, CS lat the "C" switchboard, and PB 1-B in the 
primary vault. The contacts of the latter are maintained 
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open or closed after the corresponding operation. This 
switch is to be left in the open position w.hen men are 
working in the primary vault. so tha,t the machj.nes can 
not be started inadvertantly. 
:PROTECTION. 
1. OVERL -·:AD. 
In case of overload one or both coils of 040 
operate• opening the contacts 049 and stopping the motor. 
A restart can not be made until 049 has been reset by hand. 
2.,nd this can not occur until 049 and prestunably the motor 
have cooled to a safe o.;;erating temperature. 
2. UNDERVOL':'AGE.. 
In case the voltage of the A.C. ~upply for the 
control motor-generatoi: falls below a certain value. 027 
releases its contact. thus shutting clown the machines. 
CONTROL POV'Ji:R • 
As the motcr comes up to speed. the generator 
will build up to normal voltage, if the rheostat, ER-1, 
has not been changed from ijs narked position. The voltage 
and current taken from this generator can be read from the 
inst ruments, and a ground on either lee.d will be shown by 
the corresponding ground detector le.Jnp going ~ut. Passing 
through switch 8. which is normally closed, the generator 
volta.ge is impressed on the control bus and the operation 
of securing control power is completed. Switch 8 should 
never be o_pened while the propeller motor is in operation) 
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as this opens the field circuit of t he propeller motor 
and no path is provided :for the discharge. To insure a ga;.nst 
t his the switch is held closed b .:t means of a clamp and a 
wing nut. 
The rernainder of tm connect ions a.re shewn on 
A1\'-31. The arrangement of this drawing is as follows. The 
2300 volt main counections are arranged vertically just to 
the left center of the drawing. To the left of these are 
loce,ted the alternating current instrurflent and control 
circuits and. above. the hall indie.ating la.mp circuit for 
t he main motor generator circuit. On the right of the :main 
A,.C. connections are locate . , at the 'botton1. the main dir-
ect current connections and miscellaneous ~.nd speed regu-
lator control circuits. Above, in the first row, are located 
the control circuits for the main synchronous motor and in 
the second row for the main generator and propeller motor. 
The two ma.in control busses, positive,BP, ci.nd 
negative. BN, are energized as soon as the control genera.tor, 
no. 2., comes up to normal volta,,.3e and switch 8 is closed. 
Since best interests of the equipment are served by having 
control power available at all times in spi te of overload 
conditions in the control circuits, no fuses :=i.:i."'e placed in 
these leads, reliance being placed o:n the alternating current 
motor overload for protection. The motor field and the cir-
cuit breaker solenoids requj,ring large amounts of powe r and 
a few essential trip coils are connected directly to these 
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busses. 7o protect the smaller co:ntrol c5.rcuit leads. sub-
sidiary busses, B?c,l and BN-1, are fed from the above through 
40 arr.pere fuses. The circuits a.re ~Jo arranged that the blow~ 
ing of ti1ese fuses will open all main switching devices. the 
power supr,J.y to the neces:::-;a.ry trip coils net being inter-
rupted by t he fuses. 
It ~,Jill be seen that RP-1 is not continucus but 
terminates a.t cl. contact of mast-er contactor 4. The bus beyond 
is called BJ?-2. Aa will be seen later, it is necessr~.ry for 
HP-2 to be energized, 3.nd hence for 4 tq hA closed, before 
any of th0 ma:i.n rnachiner; can b e run. and the opening of 4 
immediately stops aJ.1 m~in equipr.r:ent. The busses rr-1 3,nd 
EP-2 feed auxi.1iary busses thrc,ugh the various poles of the 
set-u:p switch, 95. This is the switch. mentioned 9,1Jove, whim' 
transfers control to the sen1i-portable control panel or to 
the 11 C" switch1)oard. In the lower or 95-1 position. control 
is obtained nt the "C 11 switchboard n.nd in the 95-2 pos1tion 
et the semi-portable control panel. The arranget1ent shown ; 
was necessary in order to avoid.~ under certain conditions. 
possible sneak circuits through e, deenergized bus. It is 
cbviCJus that control switches connecte~ to busses ener-
gtzec1. in the 95-1 position would be locr.).tGd at .the "C" 
switchboard or Jts suboidia.ry speed C(mtro, 1111,nels, a.ncl the 
control switches connected to the bu:sses energized in the 
95-2 ·position wpuld be loc2,te•.i 13,t the semi-porta,ble control 
:panel. 
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NOIDML START. 
}~IN MOTOR-GENERATOR SET. 
In order to operate~ it is necessary to close 
s1viteh 95 in one position or the other and close the 
appropriate lock switch l or 1-A at the control station 
selected by 95 with a key. These lock switches are provided 
to prevent tampering by unauthorized persons. and in the off 
position prevent operation of the equipment from that station. 
For convenience it will be assumed that 95 is close d in the 
95-1 position and control is loca.teli at the itC" switchboard. 
The modifications for operation a.t the semi-portable panel 
will be obvious. Closing of lock switch 1 energiz.es low volt-
age relay 80 and if the control voltage exceeds a predetermined 
value, 80 wil1 operate completing the cirouit to 80-X which, 
in turn, is operated and completes its own holding circuit 
through its make contact. 
Under normal conditions this will complete the cir-
cuit for master relay 3 up to co-ntrol swi teh CS-3, "Start" . 
The contacts in the circuit of 3 below t~ coil not only 
prevent starting. if open , but also stop the equipment when-
ever opene·d. The ones above• if open, prevent start , but do 
not cause shut down because 3, once closed. sea.ls itself in 
around the contacts above the coil by means of one of its 
own contacts. Opening of the contacts below the coil which 
are hand reset , will lock out the equipment until these de-
vices a.re reset . The contacts above prev-ent start until 
proper conditions are present. Contacts 47 closed insure 
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sufficient ba,lanced A. C. voltage and proper phase rotation . 
Back contacts 1'12 closed make sure that the main D.C. cir-
cmi t breaker is open, and back contacts 19 that the transition 
rel~'\v has opened. Baek conta£ts 53, the coil of which is conn-
ected across the synchronous motor exciter, will 11ot close 
until the machine has slowed down sufficiently to allow all 
other devices time to open. If all these conditions are satis-
factory, closing CS-3 will operate rooster relay 3 , which, 
through a make contact,, immediately closes master contactor 4. 
One contact of 4 energizes BP-2 and applies voltage to the 
devices conlle.cted. thereto. A second contact of 4 , through a 
second contact of CS-3 tt.start" now completes the circuit to 
the control relays 6-X an.d 6 c .. x, provided the running circuit 
breaker, 42 9 is open. These relays energize the closing sole-
noids 6 and 6-C shown farther to the right, which close the 
starting and magnetizing circuit breakers 6, Md 6-C, connecting 
the synchron.oua motor to the line, through the a.utot:ransf'ormer , 
at reduced vol-tage. As soon as the eireuit breakers close the 
release coils6-Xrt and 6 C-XR are energized, which, as explained 
previously , ca.use contacts 6 ... X and 6 C-X to open regardless 
of coils 6-X and 6c .... x. Thi.a feature prevents holding the breakers 
closed under conditions which woulcl otherwise ca.use them to 
trip. As soon as :BP-2 is ene1~g1zed. the holding coils 6-R and 
6C-H are energized through a back contact of' 42. thus holding 
the circuit breakers clos~d after the solenoids ~.re deener gized , 
until the trip coils 6-T and 6C-T are energized. Th.e com-
pletion of this operation is indicated by the extinction of 
a. green la.mp on the switchboard a.nd the illumination of a. 
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red one. The lan1p circuits throughout a.re obvious and will 
t:nerof ~re not be ex.plained in detail. As soon as "the i·ed 
to return. to tl-ie normal or off position. 
The synchronous motor t •a~ a.n a;;.xiliary squirrel cage 
winding ;~;;i,.i. so conies up to speed undez· the action of the re-
duced voltage. !,t the sar::e time t he self-excited exciter, :No.6, 
builds u,p in vol +,age •. At a pred.eterr.dned voltf"ige. correspond-
ing normally to e.bout BO per C(, L ;. s_poecl, relay clcses. can-
pleting tr1e circuit to . the ope1·atins coil. 111, since circuit 
breaker 42 is OIH;n 2~nd 6 closed. In the mf a.n tiD.e • 1:.owever, the 
field circuit of t he synchronous :mot.or is closed through the 
discharge contacts cf 41, thr; cLisch-9.,re;e r-esistor. 1$-3, and 
the series ope l'8.t ing coil 41. whit-h :i.s arranged to hold. the 
bacl~ contact t. i e;L.tly closed as long a.s an e.pr,rec i&.bh.-i current 
is flowing in t h is circuit. rur:~:\,::; st. ~.?. rting this current is an 
alterna·ting current wh:lch o.oe& not fRll off suffici.ently to 
allow the main c oi l to operate t he cor.d~acto1' until a.bout 95 
per cent synchr·onous speed is reached. At this r:•oint ti::e _pull 
of the series coil becomes so weak that it is overr1m;ered by 
the n:.ain coil, arni the contacts a.re oJ;e:eated. ThiL o_pex:is up 
tlw discharge circuit alid connects t~ :e field to t he E.ixc iter 
t hr·ot_.,t"Jh reclucing resistor. nR-3. The vglv.e of this resistance 
is a<l.j usted t o prQcluce 'the best value of f iel<l current for· 
transition, with nor ... ,al exciter voJte .. :;e. 
An auxiliary contact of 41 closes the circuit of 
41-X, a tind.ng relay operated from ont' of the aJ.te r :rn!,ting-
current. instrun:ent and relay potential transformers, through a 
1Jack contact of 42 . hfter a tin:e interva l which i s a J.justed to 
a :t. lov; t he machine to .vull into ste,p. ,11-x op~+-ates a nd cc,mpletes 
t :--1.e circuit to the tra m; j.tion relay, 19 • operated from BP-2. 
One mctke conta c t of 19 par a llels the conta ct 41-X, thus sea.l-
ing in 19 1 and a second cont?.ot cf 19 l eeks in 41. i t h ird con-
t a ct completes t lle circuit to t ,1e trip coils 6-'1' 2,11ci. 6G-T, 
tripp ing the sta rting breakers, B.nd when they are f ully open, a 
circuit through t he ~rune conta ct a .Ed back contact ::, cf 6. 6-C, 
;:;,nd 42 - Y c~-~ ;' l etef;; t he circu:lt to the running circu5 t. breaker 
control relR~,. , '.i:~ - X . This relay e n~rgizes the solenoid and 
eluucs t he running breakm:. 42 , t hli,.E connectirnJ t h o ir:otor to 
full voltage. ts soor. as thE. trea:ker :i.s closed, t l:r.e closing 
solenoid is deenergized in the sw,:e ma.nr.er ae U le cthere by 
the action of 42-X.R. In addition, e. cutoff rele.y 1 42-Y, is 
energ ized by another auxiliary contRct of 42 1 seeJ. s itself in, 
and deenerglzes bot1,. 42-X and 4,:6-XR. J.rl short both 1. 2-XR and 
42-Y have the sa,rne function. but 42-Y is ad&.ptecJ. fc,r continuvus 
duty a.no. 4.•2-XH is not. 4~~-H was energized previcu.sly by P,P-2 
a.nd holds the breaker in the closed position. An e.uxiliary con-
tact of 42 energizeB 39, which short-circuits Rr--3, and applies 
full field to t he sync:hr onous motor. Completion of t he transi-
tion is indicated at t he switch-board ·oy the extinct ion of' one 
red indicator and the lighting of a second. 
I' IELD AD.JUST1:IEH'I' • 
The field of the synchronous motor is adjusted by 
varying the exciter rheostat• k"H-1. '!'his is accomp lished. by 
motor, and the connections are shown at the extreme right of 
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the first row .. The •raise,. contacts of CS-2 complete the 
circuit through the arme,ture and one series field, causing 
:r-ot.a.tion in om-: directio11, c~ecreastru_::: resistance e.nd there-
by increasing the curl'ent. The "lowern contacts, completing 
the circuit through the other series field wound :tn the 0p-
pos:i.te direction, ca.1.u,es opposite rotat ion and a. decrease 
in curl'ent. ···hen the end of travel is ree.ched in eitl'ser di-
rection, the correspondine limit switch oper~,tes, s t o11_p ing 
the motor and illuminating the indic~.tor e.s long 1.1.s the switch 
contacts are held cl osed • . An adjustable auxiliary conte.ct de-
s i3ns,,ted nl!R-1 1:or1::a1" is closed w:1en the rheosta.t. is in e. 
1;rcassigned no:r.rna l intermediate pcsition. Under norn:al cir-
cumstances the r heostat is left jn t.ld.s .P G~ i ticn .~1,n.6 is not 
operated whie t 11.e machines are :cu:r.n ing. 
l~ormal shut-down is a,ccomplished either b.> tt:rning 
CS-3 to the "tri:p 0 position er by turning the locks v: itch,1, 
-to the "off'' position. The latter oper~"tes in exactly the 
sarr:e manner as failure cf control voltage, described below, 
bece,use t he undervoltage relay is deenergized by this switch. 
The oreration of the former :i.s folJ.ows. Clozin.3 the "stop 11 
contact of CS-3 short-circuits 3, o_pen-' ng it. The resistor, 
R-3, limits the current to a reasonable value. 3 does not re-
cloBe VJhen the control switch is relea.sed because its c ireuit 
is broken b ;;i its own contact. The opening of 3 :bm,,e d. iately 
opens 4. killing RP-2. This cleenergizes 42-II and 19 • causing 
the running breaker 42 anc1_ contactor 19 to open. disconnecting 
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the notor from tha line. To make absolutely certain of 
tripping 42, a back contact of 4 closes the circuit to the 
trip coil 42•'1'. When both 42 and 19 a.re open. 41 opens. 
disconneeti11g the f'ield:from the exciter and short circuiting 
t11e field through its discharge resistor and the series coil, 
41# the latter sealing the contacts of this circuit closeJ. 
As the :machine slows down the exciter voltage falls s,nd 
finally 53 opens. 1·estor'ing eonditions to normal. A check 
will show -that all devices operated during the starting 
sequence a.re deenergized and i.n their original positions 
except the voltage relays 80 and 80-X. Turning lor.:k switch 
l off immediately opens 80 ll n d 80-X. When the breakers open 
the red indicators are extinguished and the green is a.gain 
lighted. 
PROTECTION, WITHOUT LCCKOUT. 
I. LOW CONTROL VOLTAGE. 
From the description of normal shut-down above it 
is seen that shut dmm occurs when relay 3 opens. i'uly means 
causing 3 to open will therefore cause a shut dm.-\'fl, and all 
the protective devices which cause shut.-.,down then obtain 
their. operation by either directly or indirectly opening 
relay 3. In case of low control voltage below a lilr,iti:ng 
predetermined value relay 80 opens its make e.nd closes its 
break contacts, thus short circuiting 80-X. the current 
being limited Ly R-80-X. rtence 80-X opens, and one of its 
make contacts int.he circuit of 3 opens the latter causing 
shut down from then on just as described above. 
2. LOVl, UNBJ!.J.,ANCED OR REVERSED PHASE. 
A.C. LINE VOLTA.GE 
In case of low, unbalanced or reversed phase A.C. 
line voltage shut down immediately occurs through the action 
of relay 47. 1:'his re18¥ is held in the energized po~ition by 
the presence of a torque of proper direction and magnitude 
on a disc bearing the moving contacts. In case of low or 
unbala..nced voltage the torque is reouoed below the necessary 
value and in case of reversed phase the direction of the 
torque is reversed. In either case the make contacts open 
and the back contacts close. the latter short circuiting 
the coil of 3; and the former preventing 3 reelosir,,g until 
proper voltage is restored. The make and back contacts can 
be a.dj usted. separately so tha.t a higher voltage may be re-
quire:i before starting than that a.t which the machine may 
be allowed to contir,ue to run. In this case the relay has 
been adjusted so that 2000 volts are reqv.ired for starting 
but the machine will continue to run until the voltage falls 
to 1900 V'olts.~ 
3. tllm.ALA:NCED A.O. LINE CURRENT 
DURING RUNNING PERIOD~ 
Upon t he occurrenee of unbalanced A.c. line current 
of sufficient znasnitude, relay 4£, which consists cf current 
elements in the seeondaries of current transformers in all 
three phases, balanced against each other, will be operated , 
cleeing its make contact. If this occurs while in the running 
position circuit breaker 6 will be open and a circuit from 
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BP-1 will be established, through contact 46 and a back 
con ta.et of 6, short circui tir.t£ Z, and causing shut-down. 
4. SE'\TFRE MOL:ENTARY A. C. OVERLOA11. 
In ca.se of a severe moments.ry overload, one of the 
relays 51 will be operated. These relays are definite mini-
mum time induction overload relays and can be set to operate 
at MY desired current within their limits. The contacts of 
51 short-circuit 3 directly, causing shut-down. 
PROTECTION, lfi.ACHI :NE LOCKED OUT. 
1. UNB/1LANCED A.C. LINE CURRENT 
DURING ST1~.HTING P:E:RIOD. 
All the circuit-closi.ng devices which cause lock-
out are arranged to operate the lockout relay, 86 , through 
one of the annunciator drops of relay 30. A back contact of 
86 is in series with the coil of 3 and opens 3 whenever 86 
is operated. Since 86 is hand reset, the machine can not be 
restarted until this relay has been reset. When unbalanced ' 
current occurs during the starting period, relay 46 operates 
as desc ribed above. However , circuit breaker 6 is now closed 
and a mal<e contact completes the circuit to 86. If relay 3 
opens at any stage of the starting period, shut-down will 
occur in a rnannar similar to that in the running position. 
If the field has not been a _p_plied, only devices 3, 4, 6-X, 
6-XR, 6C-XR and 6 have operated after the closing of 80 and 
80-X. 6-x.. 6C-X, 6-XR and 6C-XR are deenergized as soon as 
the control switch is released. The opening of 3 ca.uses 4 to 
open immediately. When 4 opens, BP-2 is deenergized, in turn 
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deenergizing 6-H and 6C-H, causing the circuit breakers 6 
and 6-C to open and stop the set. If 53 has closed, it opens 
when the machine slows dovm. If 41 has closed, it opens as 
soon as 6 opens. If 41-X has been energ ized, it is deenergized 
by t he opening of 41. If 19 has been energized, the circuit 
for opening 6 and 6C h..~s already been completed, and the de-
energizing of BP-2 will open 19 and any devices held in by it. 
If 42-X has been energized but has net ha.ct. time to comr)lete 
the elosing of 42. it will be opened by the opening of 19 as 
well as by the deener<-61zing of BP-2. If •1:2 has closed, the 
machine is in the runnirug position a.nu shut-down occurs as 
described a·bove, under normal shut-down. The remaining device 
involved in t his sequence is 39, and it closes and o:pena with 
42. 
2. FAILURE TO c mr.PLKrE 
STARTING SEqUENCE. 
As soon as 3 closes, a circuit t hrough 9 . back con-
tact of 42 and a make contact of 3 completes a circuit to 
the A.C. timing relay 48. The tirne of operation of this re-
lay is adjusted so that the starting sec:_uence, under normal 
conditions, will be completed before 48 operates. The final 
:main operation of the starting sequence is t he closing of 
42 and when this occurs, 48 is deenergized by the ba,ck con-
tact of 42. If for any reason 42 is not closed w5.thin the time 
limit of 48, 48 will operate and energize the lock-out relay, 
86, causing shut-down and lock-out. Relay 48 also prevents a 
large number of starts in a short time because it requires 
a time interval to reset nearly equal to its time to oper• 
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ate. If' -a second start is made before the relay has fully 
reset, a shorter time will be required for it t o operate, 
and if several such star ts are made in rapid succession, a 
point will be reached where 48 operates before t he normal 
sequence is completed. This arrangement prevents abuse of 
the auto-transformer. 
3. CONTINUED OVERLOAD. 
TII?:RP-tA L PROTECT ION. 
If an overload of insufficient :magnitude to oper-
ate relays 51 is maintained for a l cng period, it will over-
hea t t he windings and cause damage. The thermal relays, 49 , 
energized. from the current transformers, ha.ve a hea.t charac-
teristic similar to that of the machine and will be overheated 
when the machine is. At a predetermined point 49 will operate 
and energize 86, causing a lock-out. 
4. OVERHEATED BEARINGS 
ON MOTOR-GElfilRATOR SET. 
If the bearings of the motor-generator set are 
overheated, the bearing tempera ture relays, ~8, Vvill be 
operated, energizing 86 ancl causing a lockout. 
B. SYNCHROlWUS lWTOR FIELD li'AI LURE . 
In the circuit of ·t he exciter and synchronous motor 
field is placed the series operating coil of relay 40. W'.aen 
the D.c. field current exceeds a predetermined minimum value, 
relay 40 will be energized, opening its back contact. If, due 
to the failure of the field current to remain above the ne-
cessary minimum, this back contact should reclose after 42 
ha.s been closed for a definite _period, 86 will be energized 
and a lock-out occur. This operation is secured as follows. 
When 42 closes, a back contact deenergizes relay 41-X, which 
was used to obtain the time inte,rval between application of 
field and transfer to running l)OSition. After a period of a 
few seconds, approxirnately equal to the operating time for 
this relay, the back contacts of 41-X reclose. Since 42 is 
now closed.. the circuit is com_pleted except for the closing 
of back contact 40. The contact of 42 in this circuit pre-
vents shut-down during the starting period before the field 
is applied. The introduction of the time interval we.s neces-
sary to prevent lock-out occuring during the surge in the 
field circuit which occurs at the instant of transition, 
sometimes of sufficient magnitude to droi relay 40 momen-
tarily. 
6. OVERSPEED OF 
MOTOR-GElIBRATOR SET, 
In case the speed of the motor-genera.tor rises 
above normal value, the 'tlverspe-0d device will be operated, 
opening the circuit of 3 directly and causj.pg shut-down 
until the device is reset. Overspeed of the motor-genera-
tor setcan not conceivably occur when operating the tunnel, 
but may occur if the generator is connected with other 
sources of energy at a moment when the A.C. pevver supr ly 
fails. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
It may be noted that loss of alternating-current 
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voltage on the secondary circuit of the 400 VA. voltage 
transformer, due either to low supply voltage or to a blown 
fuse or burned out transformer, will prevent completion of 
the starting sequence by loss of energy for relay 41-X:. and 
at the same time will keep the sta rtin..z protective relay, 48, 
from functioning to lock-out the equipment. If the cause is 
low supply voltage, relay 47 will shut down the equipm<m.t. If 
the cause is a blown fuse or transformer failure, safety is 
secured by connecting one phase of the relay 4? to the same 
transformer circuit, so that, if. trouble occurs, the voltage 
i.111:pressed on one pha.se of the voltage relay will also be low, 
cause a shut-down and prevent restart until the trouble is 
corrected. 
The circuit to the hall indicator may be noticed 
in the upper left-hand corner of the diagram , and it shows 
that the indice,tor is lit whenever the running circuit brea-
ker is closed, or when the motor-generator set is running. 
1"h is indicator gives t;he watchman visual evidence that the 
machines are in operation, and proper steps can be taken 
in case shutting them down has been overlooked. 
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PROPELLER FOTOR. 
NORMAL START. 
The operation of the various devices involved is 
considerably different depending upon whether the main gen-
era.tor feeds the propeller motor or an experimental load~ The 
operation will first be described for the propeller motor and 
later for an experimental load. In order to operate the pro-
peller motor, switches 189-A and 189-C must be closed in the 
position connecting the generator to the motor and switch 
189-B should be open. On the switchboard these switches are 
arranged vertically and the tunnel posit.ion is the lcwer throw. 
After the motor-generator has been started and brought to the 
running rosition. the propeller motor may be started as- fol-
l : ws. If the dood switch, DS, is closed, indica,ting that the 
motor access door is properly shut,. and the overspeed device, 
112, on the propeller motor, is in its normal ;position, and if 
neither CS-4A nor CS-8 -are locked in the ••trip" :position , 
closi:ig CS-4 :in the fblose''fl position will energize relay 103, 
since the contact 42 was closed by the starting of the motor-
generator set. Relay 103 completes its own holding circuit, 
as long as circuit breaker 172 is o_pen, and so the control 
switch may be released imzr,ediately. In the tunnel position 
the back contact 189-A-e is closed and the me.ke contact 189-
A-f open. A second contact of 103, fed through 189-A-e, now 
completes the circuit to 141-X as soon as auxiliary relay 
170-X is closed. The latter will be closed if the generator 
rheostat, !,ffi-2, is "all in'1 , indicating that the generator 
voltage is at a minimum va lue. The circuit is shown farther 
to the right. whereby auxiliary relays 170-X and. 170-Y a.re 
energized through the limit switch ":MR-2, lowern. Interlocking 
circuits described below are arranged to run the rheosta.t to 
this :position as soon as the circuit brea..1<:er 1'72 opens. so 
that if 170-X is not closed" it will close as soon as ~he 
rheostat has had time to reach the ttall in" position. 141-X 
then operates. completing the circuit to the field brea,ker 
closing coil, 141, and closing this breaker. This operation 
energ izes the field of the propeller motor, as shown in the 
lower row of connections, through the rheostat, HR-5, from 
BN and BP. An aux~liary contact of 141 completes the circuit 
of 141-XR. opening the contacts of 141-X and deenergizing the 
closing coil. This breaker is latched in and will remain 
closed until 141-T is energized or the bre&.ker is tripped by 
hand. Thia same auxiliary contact completes the circuit to 
172-X through a third contact of 103. Since 169-A-f is open, 
this circuit can be completed in no other way. The closing of 
172-X energizes the closing coil, 172_ closing the circuit 
breaker, 172, which connects the generator to the motor 
armature, as shown by the main direct-current connections. 
\~' ith both field and armature energ ized, the motor begins to 
rotate. As soon as the circuit breaker starts to close, th~ 
back conta ct 172, in the holding circuit of 103, opens,. open-
ing 103, if the control switch has been released. The openil1g 
of 103 deenergizes the coils 141-X and 141-•XR and attempts 
to deenergize 172-X. However, 172-X parallels the contact;of 
103 with one of its own, so that it does not open until the 
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closing o:pe r a t ion of 172 is com1.>.l.eted. 1th.en 172 is cl csed, an 
auxiliary contact completes t he circuit of 172-XR.- wh ich t hen 
oopens both contacts of 1 ?2-X,. deene r g izing 172-X, 172-XR, 
and t he clo-s ing c-oil 172. If t he {!Ontrol switch has not been 
released , re l ay 103 remains closed and holds in 141-X, 141~XR, 
l ?2-X, and 172-XR. However, t he release coils 141-XR and 172-XR 
have been been energized, sc t .t"1t the contacts are open and 
the closing coils not energ ized. When the control switch is 
released, 103, 141-X· and 1?2-X retu:t:n to their initiaJ. posi-
tions. If 141 or 172 should i mmediately open, t hey would not 
again a t t empt to close until the control switch had been re-
leased and again opera ted, because of t he action of 141-XR 
~1,nci 172-XR. This arrana;ement prevents npv.rn:ping" in case of 
overload or other trippi ng condition while the control switch 
is closed. The circuit breaker 1?2 is l a.tched in by the holding 
coil, 1?2-H, which is energ ized. through contacts 42, ns, 112, 
provided CS-41J cs-8 er PB-9 are not closed in the "trip" pos-
ition. 
The sarne starting operation a s descrlbe c, e,bove may 
be obta ined b y operating CS-8 at t he ob servation room speed 
control panel. instead of CS-4, the only difference being that 
CS-8 is fed t hrough cont~ct 189- A-e so t l1..at it will be effect-
ive during opera tion of the tunnel only. The connections of 
103, a s described,_ are necessary in order t hat 103 will be 
deenergized when the cireuit breaker, 172, is c l osed and not 
hold the breaker closed when it is tripped by its series over-
load coil, marked "O. L. Trip 0 on the drawing. 
PROPF}LLER :MOTOR 
HAND SPEED CONTROL, 
Ai'ter the propeller motor has been started, its 
speed may be controlled either hy hand; at any one of several 
co,ntrol switches ., or 'by tlle speed regulator. Regule,ted control 
will be described later. For hand control it is necessary to 
place the transfer t>Witch, 143, in positions 1.2, or 3, and 
if in position 2, transfer &vvitch 197 must not be in position 
3. Position l of 143 allows hand control at cs-5, which is lo-
cated at the "C" switchboard ,. position 2 transfers control to 
t he observation rco:m station, and position 3 tTansfers it to 
the balance room control station. Control for position 1 will 
be described first, in which case it is obtained by opera;tion 
of cs-5. Closing CS-5 in the ftraise~ position completes the 
circuit from BP-? through 143-1 to wire R-4. If the armature 
current drawn b> the propellei motor is below a definite limit-
ing value, the back contacts of 118 will be closed. Since 172 
has been closed, and the i•rais.e" limit switch of MR-2 wi11 be 
closed until rER-2 is "a.11 cut s'• 170-R will then be energized. 
As 189- .A-f is open, th.:- circuit in parallel ,vi.th t he 172 con• 
t act is open. The closing of 170-JR energlzes the motor of MR-2 
through one of its series fields, ca.using it to run in the 
direction which reduces the resistance .of MJ=t-2 e.nd therefore 
increases the voltaee of the main generator. The field of the 
genera.tor is supplied from the 5 KY' , exci.ter No . 7 which is 
excited from the busses BN-1 and BP-2 through the rheostats 
:HR-2 and RR-3 . Under hand control 193-B is deenerg ized, so that 
rm-2 is effective and HR-3 short-circuited by a back contact 
of 193-B. The voltage of the exciter is therefore dete r mined 
by the position of HR-2 . ·which, once determined, is left un-
changed. This rheostat is located a.t the rear of the "B 1' 
switchboard. With const ant field on the propeller :motor • .its 
speed is determined by the voltage impressed on J.ts armature., 
or the voltage of t he '.!Dain e;enerator. With constant exciter 
voltage, the latter is determined by the _position of ]fffi-2, 
or• in other words, the speeLl is determined by the a.mount of 
resistance inserted by M:R-2. Therefore cs-5 is held closed 
until the speed rises nearly .to the desired value, and is 
then released. 'l'he speed will continue to rise slightly, due 
to the time lag between a change in field resistance and t.n.~ 
corresponding change in propeller speed, and will then rematn 
quite constant, If a higher speed is desired, the process is 
repeated. If a lower speed is desired, CS-5 is closed in the 
''lowertt position. and 170-L is thereby energized., provided the 
rheostat is not at its lower limiting position. 170-L ener-
gizes the rheost ,?.t motor through the other aeries field, caus-
ing 01;:posite rotati&l.l.+ an increase in resistance and conse-
quently a re.duct ion in :propeller speed. 
If the rheostat is run to either extre:me position, 
it opens the corresponding limit switch back contact, st.op-
ping the rheostat motor, and closes the make contact which 
lights a c.orresp cnding indicator on the "C" switchboard. As 
the speed is raised, the armature current drawn by the pro-
peller motor m&1.y become excessive• In such case rele.y 118 
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will operate, opening the circuit of 170-R and stopping the 
rheostat motor untll the current ha s a.gain come within the 
limiting va lue. 170-R will then reclose and more resist c".mce 
will be cut out, until cs-5 is released. 
If 143 is cha.ngeli to position 2, control is trarJe-
ferred to the observation room panel. Here a subsidiary trans-
fe r switch, 197, allows control to be further distributec. . In 
position 1 of the l atter switch control is obtained e.t CS-6 
on the r)anel. In position 2 control is transferred to an ex-
tension push button, PB-10. In either case control is the 
same as for cs-5 after the statton has been put in control, 
?..nd need not be further described. In position 3. the speed 
is regulated. and the control will be described in connection 
with regulated speed control. 
If 143 is changed to position 3, control is trans-
ferred to cs-7 at the bale..nee room speed control station. The 
operation is identical with that of CS-5. If the tre,nsfer 
from one hand control atation to another is made during oper-
ation, the speed wi11 b e nnaffected. , remaJ.ning at the value 
previouely g iven it. and the new station may change it to any 
value desired. 
PROPELL.ER 1t'fOTOR 
R11GULATED SPEED CONTROL. 
Regula ted s peed control is obtained 8 .. t the bal~.nce 
roor,, station if switch 143 is closed in position 4. It is 
similarly obta ined at the observation room station if control 
is first transferred to the obaerve.tion room panel by placing 
143 in position 2 and at that panel placing 19? in position 3. 
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The s_peed control is obtained in the first instance by the 
adjustment of coarse and fine r heostats HR-6 and HR-? at the 
balance room sta tion, the position of the rheostats determin-
ing the value of speed maintained by the regulator., In the 
second instance it is obtained at the observation room p&,nel 
by a similar adjustment of rheostats HR-8 and HR-9 . The action 
is quite SUJJila r int he two cases and will first be described 
for control at the balance room stat i on. Closing 143-4 ener-
gizes 170-L through a back contact of 193-C ancl runs the rheo-
st at, MR-2, to t he "all in" position. If the propeller motor 
is in operation , this will reduce t he speen to its minimum 
,,alue. This proceedure is iTk~de necessary in order to protect 
the reg~lator coils f:rom possible excessive voltage. ·when the 
rheostat reaches the "a ll in"· position-, 170-Y will cl ose• as 
described previously. If the regul a.tor switch is closed in the 
t1 Reg . On" position. 193-B and 193-C will be :;losed by 170-Y 
e.nd will be sea.lecl in b y a contact of 193-B in par allel with 
the contact of 170-Y. Operation of 193-C will open the circuit 
which .r8.n in MR-2 and close the circuit to 193-A. The oper-
ation of 193-A complct~s the circuit from the pilot generator 
armature t hrough HR-6 and HR-7 to the speed regulator main 
coil, 190. 
A second make contact of 193-1; ,. referred to above 
in connection with hand speed control, now short-circuits 
HR-2 • and t he breaJs:: contact which previously short-circuited 
HR-3 is opened. Control of the exciter voltage i s t hus trans-
ferred from 11R-2 to HR-3, and it these rheosta ts are set at 
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dif.ferent points. the voltage of t he exciter will change. 
It will be noticed, however, t hat the cont a ct 190-X is 
shown short-circuiting HR-3, and when t his contact is closed, 
the value of resistance in the circuit approaches zero. The 
condenser in parallel is used merely to reduce sparking at 
t he contacts. In operation, as shown below, this 'cont2.ct is 
forced to vibrate so r ap idly tha.t the voltage at the exciter 
terminals is neither that corre:x.ponding to the r esistance of 
HR-3 nor t o zero re~istance, but hae an average va lue between 
t hese tv:10 extremes. Ylhen the contacts are closed, the voltage 
rises above the average, and when ·the contacts are o..uen , the 
volt age falls below the average . These variations in exciter 
voltage cause varL~tions in the generator voltage , and con-
sequently va1--iat ions in :propeller speed. However, due to the 
inertia of the machines . the inductance of the circuits af-
fected a nd the raJ)idity of contact vibration, the oscilla.ticns 
in pro..t1eller speed al~e so small t hat they a re well within 
the required a ccuracy. Consequently, a fte r equilibrium has 
been est ablished, t he speed ma intained by the propellez. for 
a g iven position of 1\,;h-~ , is dependent upon the e~vert➔,ge ex-
cite r voltage and hence upon the relative amounts of time 
' the contacts 190-X are open and closed. This phenomenon is 
characteristic of a ll vibrating regulator systems , namely, 
that the quantity be ing r egulated is not held constant, but 
is forced. to oscillate, t he a.wplitude of the oscill~t ions 
being restricted to a sufficiently small value. 
As a matter of fact , ccntacts 190-X are merely 
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auxiliary contacts l a rge enough to handle the currents in 
the circuit. The p rimary vibrating contact, 190. is arranged 
to cause a. corres1)0nding vibration of 190-X. The c:i.rcuit is 
shown near the extreme right of the second row cf connections.. 
A third make contact of 193-B completes the circuit through 
. t he regulator switch in the "Reg. On" position to "the contacts 
158-L and 158- R, and also to the coil 190 ... x. 1'he co:i.l 190-XA 
i s in :parallel wit,h 190-X but is energized only when 190 is 
closed. In a.ccorda.nce with Note 1 of the drawing, cont acts 
190-X are closed when coils 190-X and 190-XA are both ener-
g ized,. or when contact 190 is closed. Consequently , if 190 
vibrates, 190-X will also vibrate. producing the action de-
' scr1bed above. The manner in which 190 is forced to vibrate 
is as follows. 
The ma.in element of the regul a tor consists of a 
pair of contacts. 190, 01)ened and closecl by t he joint action 
of two solenoids, 190 and 190-A. One pontaet is attg,ched to 
a mechanism operated oy the plunger of l~O. and the other to 
a. mechanism operated by the plunger of 190-A. Tl1e Etrrange-
ment is such that low voltage on either coil t.ends to close 
the contacts, but whet her or not the contacts will close 
depends ur on the positions of both plungers. Co i l 190 is 
connected, in aeries with rheostats HR-6 and HR-? to the 
pilot genera.tor. The pilot generator is direct connected to 
the propeller motor and has a regul a te ti. const Rnt current 
applied to its field in a manner defJCribec, later. Conse-
quently the voltage generated and the voltage drop across 
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coil 190 will be pro11ortional to speed. If th:i.s volt.age 
drop is within certain na,rrow limits, the plunger of 190 
vdll be balanced at some position between its two stops. 
If the voltage is lower, the plunger rests against its lower 
stop ancl if higher, it is pulled UJ) against its upper stop. 
Coil 190-.t:, is connected across the terminals of the exciter 
and therefore has a volte.,ge drop proportional to the voltage 
of the exciter. If this voltage is sufficiently low to close 
the contacts, 190-X closes irr.ar;ediat'ely and raises the exciter 
voltage. As the exciter voltage rises, but before it has had 
t irne to rna.~e an appreciable change in the propeller epeed, the 
contacts open due to the action of the coj.1 190-.A. As the con-
ta.cts OJ.)en, the voltage of the exciter falls and soon the 
contacts close agai,11, ea.using the process to repei£tt r apidly. 
The exciter voltage necessary to open and close the co:ntai,cts 
and therefor0 the average exciter voltage depends upon the 
position of the plunger at the instant the contacts separate, 
a.r1d this in turn is dependent upon the posit ion of the plun-
ger of 190, 01· in the final analysis, upon the propeller 
speed. In other words, for a given position of HR-6 and HR-? , 
a g iven propeller sreed will produce a definite avera...3e exci-
ter voltage. 13ut we- saw previously that a g1ven exciter volt-
e..ge would produce I for a fixe ,. position of 1'.r:."R-2. a definite 
propeller speed. Thus 1 if we start with a given propeller 
speed, the regulator will hold for each position of HR-6 and 
RR-7 a definite value of exciter voltnge . If this voltage is 
greater tt.i.an required for the speed at which the motor is 
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running, the motor will increase in speed until the pull on 
the plunger of 190 is sufficient to raise it. If the plunger· 
was restifu3 a,.3ainst its lower stop, the exciter volteugc pro-
duced would take its maximum value, 2J1d remain there until 
the plunger sta.rte ,; to rise. I'o.. s the plunger rises, the average 
exciter voltaze decreases, decreasing the rate of rise of 
s ;,eed gradually to zero. If the exciter voltage f'aJ.ls suf-
ficiently 1. the s1}eed may even decrease slightly. This, how-
ever• increases t he exciter voltage, the spe-e ,:: again rises 
and the proces s is repeated. If the plunger of 190 is :proper-
ly damped b y dash pot adjustment, however, the,se swings in 
speed are rap idly dalffJei t cut and the system settles to equi-
librium at such a speed that the average exciter voltage 
held by the regulator is just sufficient tc mainta in the 
speed of the propeller motor. 
It may happen, however. that for the original pos-
ition of 1m~2 the maximum value of exciter volta.ge is in-
sufficient to obtain equilibrium. In this case. if it were 
not for the auxiliary eJ.ement to be described, the speed of 
t he propeller motor would rise to the value corresp onding 
to the m;i.ximum exciter voltage and remain there. To over-
come this difficulty and, in short, to increase t he speed 
r ange. an apxiliary element, 158, is connected in parallel 
with 190-A and is provided with two contacts, one of which 
closes when the exciter voltage exceeds a definite limit .. 
and the other when the voltage falls below a. lower definite 
value. The closing of the upper contact reduces the resis-
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tance of 'MR-2 ancl c1osing of the lo·xer contact raises it 9 
The circuit is seen near the right of the second row of con-
nect ions. As deBcr:f.bed previously, the closing of one of the 
rrcJ.-ce contacts of 193-B, through one pol.e cf the regulator 
switch, eonnec:ts the conta cts 158-L ~,nd 158-R to BP-2. As 
thes~ contacts close. they cha.nge the of r:.a-2 in 
the se.rne manner as one of t he coDtro J. switches. '?hus if the 
1rol tage of the ez:c iter producecl l1 :: the regulatnr exceeds 
the closing voltage of 158-R, t he r es istance of 'FB -2 is de-
creased until t he regul e,tor reduces the ex<.;iter -voltage 
again bel cw the c10Hins volta.ge of 158-R. indica.ting that 
equilibrium i.a be:Lng approached. With the voltap;e between 
the limiting va lues of 158, the regu.le.tor. ha.s complete control , 
·out if the regula tor requires a volte,ge outside these limits, 
the rheostat, 1ffi-2, is adjusted unt i1. t he requirements of 
the regulator are in the proper region. 
If the speed of the propeller motor j_s too s reat for 
the value of exciter voltage held by the plunger· of 190 in 
the correwpcnding position, the speed d.ecreases until equi-
lil,rium is established i n a, s i milar ma.m,er to t:;_::..at described 
above for an :increase in speed. If .. dur ing tl:e process,, the 
exciter· volt~ge f a lls bel cw t he predetermined v.?.lue , the po-
sition of l!IR.-2 is correspondingly changed so tha t the exciter 
volt. t1.ge is held within the proper l imits whenever the system 
is in equilibrium. 
When the regulator is first placed in control by 
the closing of 193-A, the speed of the peopeller is at, its 
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minimurc value, as mentioned. previously. The regulator then 
irmT,edia.tely increases the speed of the motor until equili-
brium is established, correspondir.g to the setting of HH-6 
and HR-7. If it i$ desired to change the speed held by the 
regulator, it is merely necessary to cha.n.ge the resistance 
i.n either or both of these rheostt:its. One is use, for coarse 
adjustment and the other for fine. An increase in resistance 
cau:-:➔ e s the voltage iiror; across 190 to fall and the regulator 
immeti.ia tely increases the speed until it is again :i.n equil i-
brj_um and the vo1tage drop a.cross 190 is within t he proper 
limits. A decrease in resistance causes the volt2ge drop to 
increase and produces a corresp onding decre.:;.se in speed. 
Care should be talrnn not to reduce the resistr.u:ice too rapid-
ly, as this impresses a h igh vclt~ ..~e a cross 190, which n1ay 
d.e,.rnage it. 
It is desirable to be able to pla.ce the machine on 
the regulator wjthov.t shutting down . I f thG regulg,t or were 
connected immedie.tely at t he speed c•, t which the motor v1as 
running , it might hapr:en tha.t the sgeed of t he motor wa.s very 
high and the resistance turned into rm-6 and .Fm-7 very low, 
corresponding to a. low regulated speed . Thu volte,,ge produced 
by the pilot genera tor under these conditions is :many times 
t he norrnal voJ. tage across 190 and serious damage to the regu-
lator or its resistor would probably result. To avoid this 
condition, the circuits are so arranged that the regulator 
can be connected only when tbe propeller speed. is at its 
raj_nimv.m value. 
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When regulated s peed control i s desired a t t he ob-
servation room panel , switch 143 is pla ced in position 2 and 
19? in s.:,, osition 3. A circuit through the contacts closed in 
these positions a-nd another ba ck conta ct of 193-C runs the 
rheost <':i.t MR-2 to t h e "a ll in" position in the s ame manner a s 
a.hove . He lays 193-B and 193-C are then energized in the same 
manner as before. but the circui t j_s t h rough 143-2 and 197-3 
instead of t hrough 143-<1:. When 193-C closes, it now completes 
t/;f; circuit to 193- D insteau of to 1 93- A. I'he closing of 193-D 
connects 190 to t he pilot generator, but t hi s tillie t hrough 
}IR- B and Iffi-9 instead of HH-6 ancl HP-?., The a c tion of the 
regulator is r~O','J identiccd vlith t hat described except that 
HR-8 replaces HR-6 and rm-9 replaces HR-7. 
vr.cJ.en opera;i; inz under regula t ed control e,nd t h e swit-
che s 143 or 197 are changed so tl12,t the regulator connections 
are broken. t:H-2 remains in the ss .. "De p c s:i ti on. '!'he opening 
of 193-B tr,msfers control of t be exciter volt.age back to 
HR-2, The volt~,g e tLeld by HR-2 ii'ill 11rob8,bly be sli_shtly 
different from that held by t he regulator so ths,t a sl ight 
change in speed will result, whieh rray be either e.n increase 
or a decrease. 'I'o keep t h i s speed change a mln i mv.m . it is 
destra.ble to he,ve HP-2 so set that t he voltage produced by 
it will be within t he limits of voltage ma. intaine6. by 158. 
The action of the current r egul ator which maintains 
the current constant in t he p ilot genera~tor field is as fol-, 
lows. The main circuit may be trgced f rom BN-1 through the 
field. one pole of the 2 P.D.? . l<nife swj_tch. the counter-
E. M. F. motor armature., the other pcle of t he switch. coil 
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157 • HR-4 and contact lt1l to BP-1 . As 141 is cl csed when and 
only when the propeller motor is in o_peration, this field 
circuit is close(\ whenever the motor is running. The 2 P.D.T. 
switch is furnished as a disconnecting switch for the c ounter-
E. 1?! . F . rnotor and is n:ad.e double t r1row only be·cal:. se it ,-vas 
convehient to rr.atch the conta ct reversj.3g switches for 190 
a nd 190-X, which had to be double throw. 1'he counte r-JI: . M. F. 
motor e,cts as an aclditionsl resi::;t a nce in series \'-: ith the rheo-
sts t HR- 4 0 1n1t the e quivalent ve.l ue cf this resistance depends 
UJ;on the field cf the motor a,nd hence upon t he a ct j_on of 15?, 
since the ccmt 1;1,ct of 157 sh ort circuits the field y:hen it is 
cJ.osed. When the current through 15? f9.lJ.s below a cr itica l 
value, contacts 157 close, short-circuiting the field , re-
ducing the counter-E . M. F ~ int-:.:rpose ,: b:; the motor , or in 
other words its effective reeietance, a.nd r a ieirz t he cur-
rent. The increa se in current orlens the contacts, the effec-
t i·,re resistance i.ncreasee, t he current clecrea ses, and t,he 
contacts close 2,gain , thus setting up a vibrating action 
which maintains a. constant averR.ge current. The coil 157-A, 
vdth its resistor , is connecte ;.l across the field terrr inals 
and acts as an anti-hunting clmrice. It is llOUnd in opposi-
tion to the main coil, 157 • and acts c11 the san:e phmger . 
When the voltage across the field is high, 157-.A causes the 
contacts to elose sooner t .r..a..n they would otherwise, 3..nd 
when it is low• it cav.ses them to or,en so
0
ner. The amount of 
" 
overtra.vel which would extst if 157 operated a l one is thus 
reduced and the maximu.m and minimum current values are closer 
to the average . 
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PRCPELT..ER MOTOR 
1-fORM'.AL SHUT-DOWN• 
To stop the 1)ro1)eller motor,. it is necessary to 
c l ose CS-4, CS-8 or PB-9 in the Htrip" position. This short-
circuits the holding coil 172-H which 1-~eeps 172 latched. 
CS-4 shorting dj_rectly from BP-5 and CS-8 and PB-9 f rom K-4, 
so tr..at they are effective clurint tunnel operat1c}n only. 172 
irnmediately opens, disconnecting t he propeller motor a rmature, 
and a.11 auxiliary contact comp letes t he circuj.t to 141-T • 
through a. back cont D.ct of 103 1 and a make auxil.;.3.ry of 141. 
Since 103 •is now open. this trips t .t1e field breelrnr • 141, 
and deenergizes t he 1, ropeller motor field, the discharge con-
t a ct ltl:l closing and allowing the field to dis charge through 
the f:teld r heostat, rm-5 1 and the discharge resistor, DR-5. 
The trip coil circuit is or,ened by the opening of t he au.x-
il i ary conta t"!t 1·1:1. 
The 01)ening of the make conta.ct, 172, in the cir-
cuit of 170-R prevents t he r heos t at, 1m-2, being raised by 
. a ny of the raising contacts, since 189- A-f is open in the 
tunnel position.- At the s ame tin::~ .. a. back contact of 172, 
through 189-A~o or 196-l. i f it is closed, runs the rheostat 
to the "all in 11 position,. ready f or the next start,. J.f the 
regulator is in operation, it will continue to vibrate a s long 
as the motor generator runs. Hince "the pull on the p lunger of 
190 iB now ~~ero, the lattet? wil l drop against its stop and the 
excj.tc r voltage v1ill rise to its maximum value. 
If the main motor-generator is stopped, 8-U."l{iJ.j_ary 
contact 42 in the circu:i.t of 103 a nd 172-H will open , open-
ing 172, and the rema ining operations, with ·one ,exception, 
will follow as descrj_bed above , so t hat the propeller motor 
is immedia tely disconnected upon stopping of the main motor-
generator set. The opening of 4 deenergizes BP-2 so that MR-2 
can not be run in. However. as soon a.s BP-2 is again ener-
g ized . this operation i s completed. as clescribed above . In 
cabe the motor genera.tor is s topp~d b.: loss of control power, 
suf f icient voJ.t :::1.ge may not be available for tripping the 
field circuit breaker, 141. This causes no trouble 'because 
the field of the 1:ropel ler . 1i:otor is f 3d from the aa..me source 
and if the source fails, no energy will b& supplied. to the 
field even if the breaker rema,ins closed. As soon a,s control 
po ,:er is restored. the trip1, ing circuit will be completed 
and the breaker opened. 
Thus the ,p:ropeller motor may be disconnected in 
three ways. It may be disconnected directly by j_t s own con-
trol switch,. or it may be cut off b~, stoppir.:g either the 
ma in motor-genera tor or the control motor- generator . 
If the closing operation has been started by the 
closing of 103, but the propeller motor ha.ri not yet been 
connected, because, f or example, the rl1ecsta t ha s not reached 
the "all in" position ., the operation may be interrupted by 
clo Bing C8-4 or CS-8 in the "trip 11 position. This short-circuits 
103 and causes it to drop out. If the operation had progressed 
as far as the closing of tho field breaker, 141, but 172 had 
not closed, the open:i.ng of 103 completes the circuit for 141-T 1 
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thus opening 141. This sequence can not be obtained with PB-9, 
so that . the latter will not prevent the completion of the 
starting operation once it has been started • 
.,...,ROTECTI01T, WITHOUT LOC KO{lT . 
1. U01'1:ENTARY OVERLOAD. 
In the normal shut-down sequence described above 
it n~ay be noted that the opening of l ?2 causes the complete 
sequence to follow. This is true regardless of the reason 
for the ovening of 172. If a momente,ry overload occurs, the 
series overload coil of 1?2 will trip this bre~...ker directly, 
causing a shut-down of the propeller motor. The motor may 
be imi."Tiediately restarted by the ueual starting sec2uence. 
2. OPRNnJG OF FIELD CIRCUIT lWJi~AKER . 
If the field circuit breaker, 141, opens for any 
reason while 172 is closed, 172 is imn1edia.tely opened. 1\ 
circuit frorn wire K-4 through a back contact of 141 and a 
make cont8.et of 172 short-circuits 1?2-H, causing the breaker 
to open imrnediately. With ·both circuit breakers open, all 
otb.er o:pera.t ions follow in the manner of a normal shut-down. 
PROTECTION, r.S.ACHJ NE LOCKED- OUT. 
1. Ov'JmHKATING OF PROPELL~~R MOTOR. 
If c;he propeller motor overheats, r elay 1.68, which 
has a temperature bulb :i.t contact v-lith one of the motor com-
mutating field poles, will be operated, closing its contacts 
and operating 86 through one of the annunciators cf 30. This 
will cause shut-down both of the propeller motor and the 
:motor- genera.tor set. Relay 168 must be reset by 1".l8.nd and as 
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the relay is mounted on the front bearing bracket of the 
propeller motor, an inspection of the motor must be made . 
2. OVERI-illATIID BEARINGS . 
If the main bea rings of the propeller motor become 
overheated, one of the two relays 138 will be energized, oper-
a.ting the lock-out relay and causing shut-down in the manner 
just described for relay 168. 'J'hese relayB are also hand reset, 
r equiring that the be a.rings be inspected before the r-:achines 
may be r estarted. 
3. OVERSPEF:D OF PROPELLER MOTOR . 
In case of overspeed of the :propeller mot or, the 
overspeed cievice will be operated, opening t he c::i.rcuit to 
172-H and ca.using shut-down in the s :,-..me manner as J.escribed 
for the opening of 42 under "lforrr;al Bhut-downn. This device 
is h8-.nd. res-et and the motor cru1 not be restarted until the 
device ,.s reset. The overspeed device is located a.t the end 
of the })ilot gene rg,t.or shaft and can be reset by means of a 
suit ::1.ble bar through the louvres in the tail of the fa.iring. 
g ISCELLAm~ous. 
If the access door to t he tunnel which is opposite 
the propeller motor is opened. the door switch, DS , is open-
ed. causing the :propeller motor to be shut down until the 
door is eloseu again. 
It may be not5.ced that one set of 11 sto1)n contacts 
of cs-4. CD-llA . and cs-8. if c1osecl, will sh.ort-circuit co.il 
103. Thus , a lthough CS-4A is otherwise inoperative, if it is 
held or latched in the "trip" :position , it will prevent the 
sta rting of the :propeller motor. Thi s 2:1:ay· be used as a safety 
measure t,o prevent someone at the "C~ swi tchboa,rd s tarting 
the motor when, for example,, men are at work at the 0 :B" 
m·dtchboa.rd and re quire the use of the motor-generator for 
testing. 
EXPERI::,,,ZF,NTAL LOAD. 
NOfiltAL ST ~.RT. 
If the main generator is conn€;cte c1 to an experi-
mental l oad through the switches 189-A and 189-B or 189-C, 
depending upon whether a shunt or differential-compound con-
nection is desired, the starting operation will be consj_der-
a.bJ.y different frm1: tha t of the propeller motor. Th.e closing 
of 189-A in the "}~x:perimental Load" position will OJien con-
tacts 189-A-e and close 189-A-f. 1:'he o.r,ening o-f 189-A-e ren-
ders CS-8 ino,:pers,tive and sta.rtin~ must be accomplished by 
means of CS-4. If a.n interlocking arrangement between the 
position of l~R-2 "'~nd the closing of 172, as d.escribed for the 
propeller motor., is desired, the interlocking switch, 196, 
should be }?L~ced in the 196-1 position. If it ir;; desired to 
be able to close the circuit breaker,. 1?2. at any voltage 
on the main generator, this switch should be place ,:. in the 
196-2 position. 
It wi11 first be assurr.ed that th:i.s interlock is 
desired, and 196-l is closed. If !fft-2 is not in its 11all in" 
position, it wil1 be run there b;y means of a circuit ener-
gizing 170-R through a back contact of 1?2 and one pole of 
196-1. When G,Sw '1 is closed. in the '1clos" :position, 103 is 
energizecl in t.he ::.2x:1e manner as previously described for the 
propeller motor. The contacts of the oversp~ed de·vice,112, 
and the door switch must, of course,. be in the proper posi-
tions. It would be a simple matter to arrange · an aux.iJ.iary 
contact, 189-A-f, to short circuit these devices in the ex-
peri1r/~nta.l load posit ion, but. 110 contact \Vas avails,ble on the 
a,uxiliary switches, and it was net considered vrnrth ·while to 
add it unless the use of this type of Joaci justified j_t. 
If 170-X is now closed, inclicating that F'R-2 is 
"alJ. in" D 172-X is lmmedia,tely energized, starting fro:m :BN-1, 
through r10-x, 196-1, 189-!>. -:f, coil of 172-X and contact 103. 
The cl csing of the circuit l)reaker, the opening of 103 a.nd 
172-X a.re the same as described :fer starting the :propeller 
mctor. However• in th2-s case the field circuit lireaJ.:er, 141, 
is not closeo., because the opening of contE,ct 189-A-e in the 
circuit of 141~:X :prevents the energizing of the latter. 
After 172 is closed, connecting the generc-1.tor to 
the lood. the voltage may be brou.cht to ~.ny desired value 
by settinr5 143 in poBition 1 and operating cs-5 . I f desired, 
voltage c0nt:.-0l u2-1.y bo transferred to any of the other con-
trol clevices in the same manner as for the propeller speed 
control. · If the rec;ula.to1 c1hould he connected. the voltc1,ge 
would imr.aedisi.tely riBe to its maximur:o value, because the 
_plunger of 190 would never ·be riicked up , and resting against 
its lower stop the voltage of the exciter would exceed the 
setting of lf>6-R and the rheostat iffi-2 woulcl be turned 11tall 
out" b _; the act i on of 15B-R. 
If 196 ha.i been placed in the 196-2 position, MR-2 
would not be turned in "'ny 't he opening of 172. The circuit 
which no~a.lly does this ie CC;!n:pleted through either 189-A-e 
er 196=1, both cf ·which are now open. Also the circu:i.t of 
170-R is no longer opened by the o~;(ming of 172, slnce a 
parallel circuit through 189-A-f ::cu10. 196-2 keeps this circuit 
closed a.round the 172 contact. Consequently t11-2 can bo set 
at any point desired gefore 1'72 is closed. 
If cs-4 is now closed, 172-X is energized through 
196-2 and 189-A-f as soon as 103 closes, fand 1 ?2 ;imrriediately 
closes. The desired value of voltage is obtained in the same 
manner as before by adj usting CS-5 or any of the other switch-
es which have been put in control by means of switches 143 
and 197. 
Closing C'S-4 in t he Ht-rj_p 11 p o-sit:i.on _ G!1ort-c ircui ts 
the holding coil i 17;.:: -H , openin6 the e: ircuit br_,flker 172 • 
and disco11nect h1J the load. If 196-1 is closed., rm-2 will be 
:i.~un to the 11 al l in" position. If 196-2 is closed, VE- 2 is 
unaffected. 
Shutting down the motor-e;enerator o:pens 42 , and this 
opens the c;.rcuit of l'"'/2-H, causing shut-d.own as • 4 JUSl, describ-
-. 
ed. However, t he shutting dovm of t Le motor-gene:co.to:r deener-
gizes EP-2, and control is not ave,:L1 abJ.e for running in lIB-2, 
in Cd,se 196-J. is closed. until t he motor-:3eneratcr is started 
a.gain . 
PR01'F.CT I ON. 
In case of overload current exceedin,z the setting 
of the "O.L. Tri1::"' of circuit breal<.:er 172• the 'breaker will 
be trip:9ed and shut-do·;vn will occur :rn describej above. 
98. 
MISCE.'LLANEOUS. 
As described previously in connection with the pro-
peller motor, CS-4A may prevent starting if it is held or 
latchei in the 11 triptt position. In this case, CS-8, although 
otherwise i.noperative, a.ls-0 has this r:-0perty. 
If transfer switch 95 is close< in position 95-2 
instead of position 95-1, all control operations except those 
of st&.rting and stopp ing the control motor-gener,:i.tor are trans-
ferred to the semi-portable c ontrol p~,nel. J.n this cs.r.;e lock-
switch 1. cs-2, cs-3, cs-4 and CS-5 a.re replaced by lockawitch 
1-A, CS-2A, CS-3A, CS-4A., e..,nd CS-5A respectively. All operations 
p1"eviously performed by the former are now performed b y the 
latter group, a nd the descript.:ton need not be repeated in de-
tail .. The only changes of importance are that the speed reg-
ulator is now ino1-1f;rative and no trfmsfer switch correspond-
ing to 143 or 197 is used. Consequently CS•5A has control of 
the motor speed o:r of the main generator vol"t?,ge at all times. . ......,__,., 
In a similar manner to tha t described above. the l a tching of 
CS-4 or cs-8 in the trip position will pr event t he operat ion 
of circuit breaker 172 by CS-4A. 
99. 
NOTE. 
At the time this is written, the balance room station 
has not been built. In the foregoing analysis the equipment 
has been described as if this station were in operation in 
accordance with the present plans for its construction. Any 
changes which are made fro"' these plans will very probably 
not affect any of the eqi1ipment already installed and will 
largely be in the nature of additional control features at 
this station. !n order to be sure of he~ving the latest in-
formation on this or any other feature which ma.y be changed, 
the records of the install!>.tion on file in the ':."' irinz repar*-
ment, for use in maintenr~ce, should be consultr:d. 
100. 
VI. CONCLUSION. The usefulness of any 8,pp_ara:tus is 
largely dependent u1,on its accuracy and the convenience with 
which it may be operated. Other fea tures of prime importa..nce 
ar,"3 freedom from trouble. the eRse with which trouble may be 
located and re1iaired when it does occur and the convenience 
with which a.lteratic11a may be ma.de . The wind hmnel, E::quip-
me.nt j ust de scribed is one which may be easily t3,nd quickly 
controll,ad. with little or no danger of impror.er operatj,ons , 
from point~ ~onveniently l ccftted with respect to the e,ero-
nautical e quipment . The only quality of t~-rn electrical equip-
ment which af'fects the accuracy of the wind tunnel rnea,sure-
rnents ia the speed of the pr\'peller , a.nd thj_s c·uality may 
l:>e regulated with a high precision at any value within a 
wide rEnge. Fiembers of the .A.ercne.utics Department have ex-
pressed entire s~,tisfa.ction with the a ceure,cy obta ined. 
The equ ipment i 's nm.de up to e, la.rge extent of 
standard a.pr;ara.tus whieh is rugged in construction and has 
been found to be adequately designed from its use in other 
1::ila.ees. This will tend to reduce trov.ble to a minimum and 
r~:mder replacement of worn parts a n easy matter. Such troubles 
as have occu:·red have been found to be neither of a funda-
menta,l na.tu:"e nor o.ue to serious errors in design. The ar-
rangement of wiring. with all v'iiref; entering or leaving a 
switchboard s,va. ilable at aceeaBsi'tle terminal blocks and 
g rouped a.s :far as possible according to function and route. 
renders loce.tion cf electrical trouble a. re.la.tively easy 
rri.atter . Thi.s arrangement an<l provision for· additions which 
10!. 
were allowed in the conduit system wherever it wa[i ci.eemed 
::possible that add:ttional wiring would be reC;,uired should 
simplify to a 1 s.r ze extent alterations e.nd extensions which. 
time and operating conditions prove to be desirable. 
We are therefore led to the belief tiw.t this equip-
ment :forms a successful solution of the :problem cf provid-
ing a. suitar,le e l ectric drive for the wind tunnel. 1n cc-n-
clusion, the B.uthcr wishes tc grate:f'ully acknowledg e'! the 
cooperation anrl guidance given b~r :r:rr. L. G. Fen~"er 1 Super-
intendant of the ·wiring De vartment • who exercised general 
supervision o,rer the entire j.nste.J.lation. 
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